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Invited contribution

Exploring Stars from Deep Underground: Status and

Perspectives at LUNA

Marialuisa Aliotta1 and the LUNA Collaboration2

1SUPA, School of Physics and Astrophysics,

Peter Guthrie Tait Road, Edinburgh EH9 3FD, United Kingdom

2https://luna.lngs.infn.it

For almost three decades, the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics

(LUNA) under the Gran Sasso mountain in Italy has provided the ideal site for pio-

neering measurements of key nuclear reactions for astrophysics. Here, experimental

studies of hydrogen burning reactions in the pp-chain, the CNO cycles, and NeNa-

MgAl cycles have led to major advances in our understanding of nucleosynthesis

processes in various environments, from the Big Bang, to our Sun, to Asymptotic

Giant Branch stars and classical novae (see [1] for a recent review). Now, a new

phase has just begun devoted to the study of helium burning processes, with the in-

vestigation of the 13C(α,n)16O and the 22Ne(α, γ)26Mg reactions currently underway.

In this talk, I will review some recent results obtained by the LUNA Collaboration

and present exciting opportunities that will soon open up with the installation of a

new 3.5MV accelerator underground.

[1] C. Broggini et al., Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 98 (2018) 55-84.
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Invited contribution

Indirect, experimental constraints of (n, γ) reaction rates

for the i- and r-process

Ann-Cecilie Larsen,1 Artemis Spyrou,2, 3, 4 Magne Guttormsen,1 and Sean N. Liddick2, 5

1Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway

2NSCL, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA

3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Michigan State University, USA

4JINA-CEE, Michigan State University, USA

5Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, USA

The element distribution we observe in the Universe, and in particular the diverse

abundances of atomic nuclei, tells a fascinating story of nucleosynthesis events that

have taken place throughout the 13.7-billion-year-long history starting with the Big

Bang. Since the groundbreaking works of Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle [1]

and Cameron [2], it is known that radiative neutron-capture reactions play a major

role in synthesizing elements heavier than iron. However, many questions remain

when it comes to our understanding of neutron-capture processes in various stellar

environments. In this respect, the intermediate and rapid neutron-capture processes

are perhaps the most challenging to describe, as they involve neutron-rich nuclei for

which there exist little or no data on the much-needed neutron-capture rates. In this

contribution, possibilities to obtain indirect, experimental constraints of these rates

by means of the Oslo method and the beta-Oslo method will be discussed [3].

[1] E. M. Burbidge, G. R. Burbidge, W. A. Fowler, and F. Hoyle, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 547 (1957).

[2] A. G. W. Cameron, Pub. Astron. Soc. Pac. 69, 201 (1957).

[3] A. C. Larsen, A. Spyrou, S. N. Liddick, and M. Guttormsen, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. (2019).

doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ppnp.2019.04.002
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Invited contribution

High Precision Mass Measurements of Nuclei and the Neutron

Star Merger

Ani Aprahamian1, 2

1University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, USA

2Alikhanyan National Laboratory of Armenia, Yerevan, Armenia

The origin of the synthesis of the heavy elements from Fe to U have emerged as

important questions in all of physics for this century. Most of the elements above Fe

in the periodic table are thought to have been produced by either the slow (s-process)

or rapid (r-process) capture of neutrons in astrophysical environments. The s-process

proceeds close to stability and astrophysical sites have been identified, while the r-

process allows the production of nuclei much further from stability and potential

sites remain mostly unresolved.

The recent observation of gravitational waves from two neutron star mergers si-

multaneously with the spectroscopy indicated that rare earth elements were made

in this kilo nova event. The questions remain, are there enough such mergers? are

mergers the only source of r-process elements ? How can precision mass measure-

ments contribute to the discussion?

I will discuss some of our new results from the measurements of neutron rich

nuclear masses and their implications towards a better understanding of the r-process

and the synthesis of the heavy elements.
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Invited contribution

The Origin of the Elements from Nuclear Physics to Galaxy-Scale

Simulations

Benoit Côté1, 2

1Konkoly Observatory, Research Centre for Astronomy and Earth Sciences,

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Konkoly Thege Miklos ut 15-17, H-1121 Budapest, Hungary

2Joint Institute for Nuclear AstrophysicsCenter for the Evolution of the Elements, USA

Following the evolution of chemical elements across cosmic time is a multidisci-

plinary challenge that involves nuclear physics, stellar evolution, galaxy evolution,

and cosmology. Observations, experiments, and theories need to work together in

order to build a comprehensive understanding of how the chemical elements syn-

thesized in astronomical events are spread inside and around galaxies and recycled

into new generations of stars. In this talk, I will present our efforts to create per-

manent connections between the different fields of research involved in the process

of chemical evolution. In particular, I will highlight the impact of nuclear physics

and galaxy evolution uncertainties on our interpretation of the origin of the elements

and isotopes. To do so, I will discuss a variety of topics including the r-process and

gravitational waves, the i-process and the Solar composition, and the radioactive

composition of the early Solar System, as inferred from meteorite data analysis.
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Invited contribution

Stable beam experiments in wide energy ranges serving low

energy nuclear astrophysics

Gy. Gyürky1

1Institute for Nuclear Research (Atomki), Debrecen, Hungary

(Dated: June 7, 2019)

It is common knowledge in nuclear astrophysics that reaction cross section mea-

surements need to be carried out at energies as low as possible, ideally reaching the

astrophysically relevant energies. This latter requirement is unfortunately fulfilled

only very rarely, therefore the rates of reactions are obtained from extrapolated or

calculated cross sections. The extrapolation definitely needs higher energy cross sec-

tions but the validity of calculations should also be supported by experimental data

at higher energies where the measurements are possible. This is especially true in

the present era of high precision astrophysics when the reaction rate uncertainties

often represent the most important uncertainty in stellar models.

In this talk I will use several examples for demonstrating the usefulness of cross

section measurements of alpha- and proton-induced reactions in wide energy ranges

above the astrophysically relevant ones. The examples will include reactions of hy-

drogen burning as well as of heavy element nucleosynthesis in the p-process studied

recently in Atomki. The benefits of the activation method [1], a powerful technique

for cross section measurements, will also be highlighted.

[1] Gy. Gyürky et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 55, 41 (2019).
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Invited contribution

Traces of the early Universe from metal-poor stars

Camilla Juul Hansen1

1MPIA, Heidelberg

The elements locked up in old, metal-poor stars carry a wealth of information on

the properties of the early Universe and how it evolved. Stellar abundances are fossil

records of the physical conditions in the interstellar medium and of the progenitors

that created the material the low-mass stars formed from. All heavy elements show

a large star-to-star abundance scatter at low metallicities, which typically hides

the fact that several processes and formation sites at early times created different

amounts of a given element of under different conditions. Using stellar abundances,

we can explore the neutron-capture processes and learn about the origin of the heavy

elements from a number of formation sites that host these processes. I will discuss

two groups of old metal-poor stars in which we have explored the behaviour of a large

number of heavy elements, namely the Carbon Enhanced Metal-Poor (CEMP) stars

and old halo stars belonging to the Sagittarius stream, in which we have detected

thorium. In the latter case we found indications of early massive star enrichment in

contrast with previous literature studies.
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Invited contribution

Recent experimental progress for measurements of reaction rates

involving radioactive nuclei

Christoph Langer1

1Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main

Many astrophysical scenarios include reactions on radioactive short-lived nuclei,

such as the rapid proton-capture process during X-ray bursts and the γ-process. It

is still a challenge to constrain these reaction rates, that might have an impact on

the output of the overall process. This also involves reactions on nuclei that have

short-lived isomeric states, which is of potential relevance also for the s process. To

overcome this problem, new techniques and experimental approaches need to be de-

veloped, e.g. by using surrogate reactions as an indirect measurement, as well as

using heavy-ion storage rings for direct reaction studies.

This talk will give an overview of recent experimental progress and results of astro-

physically relevant reactions studies like e.g. the important 23Al(p,γ) reaction rate

important for X-ray bursts.
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Meteoritic Stardust Grains

Maria Lugaro1

1Konkoly Observatory, Research Centre for Astronomy and Earth Sciences,

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Konkoly Thege Miklos ut 15-17, H-1121 Budapest, Hungary

Stardust grains represented a significant fraction (∼10%) of the the original in-

ventory of interstellar medium dust carrying most of the metals into the early Solar

System. These grains were distinguished from the rest of the dust by their anomalous

isotopic compositions, reflecting the signature of nucleosynthesis in their astrophys-

ical site of origin. These anomalies also allow us today to recognise these grains and

extract them from primitive meteorites. The vast majority of recovered stardust

originated in AGB stars, and the most studied, the mainstream SiC grains, came

from C-rich AGB stars of metallicity roughly twice than solar. Thermal processing of

dust by the young Sun resulted in this SiC stardust leaving its signature in different

Solar System bodies in terms of variations in the abundances of isotopes produced

by the s process in AGB stars. For example, it is now well established that the Earth

is s-process rich, relative to bodies that formed further away from the Sun. Some

stardust grains originated from core-collapse supernovae and left their signatures

in the protoplanetary disk by producing two different reservoirs: one enriched and

one depleted in supernova dust, which were separated by the formation of Jupiter.

However, the relationship between the composition of the supernova-enriched reser-

voir and that of the fraction of supernova stardust extracted from meteorites is

not straightforward and further efforts are required to understand the origin of the

observed dichotomy.
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Mapping the Nuclear Mass Surface

Zach Meisel1

1Institute of Nuclear & Particle Physics,

Department of Physics & Astronomy,

Ohio University, Athens, OH, 45701 USA

Nuclear masses play a central role in nuclear astrophysics, significantly impacting

the origin of the elements and observables used to constrain ultradense matter. A

variety of techniques are available to meet this need, varying in their emphasis on

precision and reach from stability. I will discuss recent advances in nuclear mass

measurement techniques that push the frontiers of precision and exoticity, including

examples which significantly impact the results and interpretation of astrophysical

model calculations.
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Invited contribution

Neutron capture and beta-decay rates under stellar conditions:

theoretical approaches and perspectives for their experimental

determination

Alberto Mengoni1

1ENEA, Bologna and INFN, Sezione di Bologna, ITALY

Under stellar conditions, nuclear reaction rates are different from those measured

in laboratory. A notable example of this situation is the stellar rate for neutron

capture, when nuclear excited states are thermally populated. Capture can then

proceed not only for nuclei in their ground states, but also from nuclear excited

states. While, the composite nucleus of a capture process is the same, different

excited compound states can be populated from different target nuclear states with

different spin and parity. In addition, inelastic scattering channels can be open for

these states, in which the neutron is scattered out with kinetic energy higher than

kinetic energy of the entrance channel (the so-called super-elastic scattering).

An additional example of the modification of stellar rates with respect to labo-

ratory rates is provided by the beta decay. Here, the different degree of ionization

of the nuclei involved imply a modification of the phase-space factor in the decay

probability. In addition, here again, excited parent decaying states can be populated

in a stellar plasma and additional transitions, with different degrees of forbidness,

become possible. A dramatic change in the beta-decay rates under stellar conditions

have been predicted and observed in a number of cases.

A review of these two rates evaluations, from the theoretical point of view as well

as from the perspectives of their experimental determination will be presented with

some relevant examples for both, neutron capture and beta-decay processes.
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Invited contribution

Nucleosynthesis in Multi-Dimensional Core-Collapse Supernova

Explosion Models

Bernhard Müller1

1School of Physics and Astronomy, Monash University, Clayton, Australia

Over the last few years, multi-dimensional simulations of core-collapse supernovae

(CCSNe) have become sufficiently mature to study the nucleosynthesis in the inner-

most CCSN ejecta using self-consistent models. In particular, we already have quite

robust explosion models for the low-mass end of the progenitor spectrum, namely

for super-AGB progenitors and the lightest iron-core progenitors, which explode

readily by the neutrino-driven mechanism with generically low explosion energies of

0.1Bethe and small nickel masses of a few 0.001 solar masses. Multi-dimensional

simulations of these events have shown that convective overturn shortly after the

onset of the explosion leads to the ejection of neutron-rich bubbles with interesting

nucleosynthesis outcomes, notably high production factors for light trans-iron ele-

ments from zinc up to strontium and zirconium. Sizeable amounts of 48Ca and 60Fe

are also produced in the neutron-rich bubbles. Variations in the electron fraction

in these neutrino-processed bubbles, for example by a global asymmetry in the elec-

tron neutrino and antineutrino fluxes known as LESA (“Lepton-number Emission

Self-sustained Asymmetry”), could even lead to a “weak r-process” in the ejecta

from these events. By contrast, the innermost ejecta in more massive stars are more

proton-rich according to recent simulations. Few trans-iron elements are made in the

early neutrino-processed ejecta aside from some light p-nuclei, although more sub-

stantial νp-process nucleosynthesis can occur later during the neutrino-driven wind

phase.
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Invited contribution

Theory advances in reactions relevant for astrophysics

F.M. Nunes1

1National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory and Department of Physics and Astronomy,

Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824

Indirect reaction techniques is very important in astrophysics as they provide

information that are complementary to direct measurements or that otherwise cannot

be obtained directly. It is then critical to have a reliable reaction theory that can

connect the reaction measurement with the astrophysical information desired. This

is a brief report on the progress made in the theory for transfer reactions when used

to determine neutron capture rates for r-process and rp-process nuclei. We first

discuss the different types of experiments and their connection to astrophysics. An

overview of the current status of the theory will be provided, with emphasis on several

recent theory developments, including transfer to continuum, the improvement of the

optical potential and uncertainty quantification. Applications to a couple of neutron

rich and proton rich cases will be discussed.
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Invited contribution

The slow neutron capture process in stars

Marco Pignatari1, 2, 3, 4 and NuGrid collaborators4

1E.A. Milne Centre for Astrophysics, Dept of Physics & Mathematics,

University of Hull, HU6 7RX, United Kingdom

2Konkoly Observatory, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,

Konkoly Thege Miklos ut 15-17, H-1121 Budapest, Hungary

3Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics - Center for the Evolution of the Elements, USA

4The NuGrid collaboration, http://www.nugridstars.org

The s process is responsible for the production of about half of the solar abun-

dances beyond iron, and its products can be directly observed in different types of

stars at different metallicities. Clear isotopic patterns enriched in s-process can be

also measured in presolar grains found in meteorites, as made by the stellar con-

ditions and nucleosynthesis of their parent stars. Thanks to this extensive source

of observational data, stellar simulations and galactical chemical evolution allow to

test the physics used in theoretical stellar models, and the nuclear data relevant

for the s-process nucleosynthesis. In this contribution I provide an overview of the

s-process nucleosynthesis in different types of stars, discussing recent results and

present challenges that need to be addressed.
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r-process nucleosynthesis and binary neutron star mergers

Tsvi Piran1

1Racah Institute for Physics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
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Invited contribution

The nuclear chart and equation of state from nuclear forces

Achim Schwenk1, 2, 3

1Institut für Kernphysik, Technische Universität Darmstadt

2ExtreMe Matter Institute EMMI, GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH

3Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg

This talk will discuss ab initio calculations of the nuclear chart and predictions for

the drip lines from light through medium-mass nuclei. Starting from a chiral two-

and three-nucleon interaction with good saturation properties, we have calculated

ground-state and separation energies for all nuclei from helium to iron, nearly 700

in total. From a systematic comparison, we find that the deviation of separation

energies from experiment yields an approximately Gaussian distribution. We use

this to provide theoretical uncertainties for our ab initio calculations towards the

drip lines. Where the drip lines are known experimentally, our predictions are con-

sistent within the estimated uncertainty. For the neutron-rich fluorine to titanium

isotopes, we provide predictions to be tested at rare-isotope beam facilities. This

work demonstrates that ab initio calculations are advancing to global theories. In the

second part of this talk, we will discuss ab initio calculations of the nuclear equation

of state based on the same chiral effective field theory interactions, with a focus on

constraints for neutron star properties, thermal effects on the equation of state, and

comparisons to astrophysical observations.

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German

Research Foundation) – Projektnummer 279384907 – SFB 1245, the BMBF under

Contract No. 05P18RDFN1, and the Max-Planck Society.
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Invited contribution

Merger of neutron-star binaries

Masaru Shibata1

1Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics at Potsdam

and Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University

Mergers of neutron-star binaries (binary neutron stars and black hole-neutron

star binaries) are among the promising sources for ground-based gravitational wave

detectors. They are also a promising site for nucleosynthesis of heavy elements and

an invaluable experimental field for high-density nuclear matter. I will talk on our

current understanding on the process of the neutron-star mergers, emphasizing the

mass ejection processes, the resulting electromagnetic counterparts, and r-process

nucleosynthesis.
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Invited contribution

Kilonova: Electromagnetic Signature of r-process Nucleosynthesis

Masaomi Tanaka1

1Astronomical Institute, Tohoku University, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

The first gravitational wave observation from a neutron star merger was success-

fully made for GW170817. The detection triggered electromagnetic wave observa-

tions over the entire wavelength range, which enabled the first identification of an

electromagnetic counterpart of a gravitaional wave source. In the ultraviolet, optical,

and infrared wavelengths, the counterpart shows characteristic properties of ”kilo-

nova”, electromagnetic emission powered by radioactive decays of newly synthesized

r-process elements.

In this talk, I introduce basic physics involved in kilonovae and summarize what

we have learned about r-process nucleosynthesis by neutron star mergers through

the observations of GW170817 (and possible events during LIGO/Virgo O3). Then,

I highlight open questions and future prospects toward understanding the origin of

r-process elements in the Universe.
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Invited contribution

Indirect methods constraining nuclear capture - the Trojan Horse

Method

A. Tumino1

1Facoltà di Ingegneria e Architettura, Università degli Studi di Enna ”Kore”,

Enna & INFN-Laboratori Nazionali del Sud, Catania, Italy

Understanding energy production and nucleosynthesis in stars requires a precise

knowledge of the nuclear reaction rates at the energies of interest. To overcome the

experimental difficulties arising from the small cross sections at those energies and

from the presence of the electron screening, the Trojan Horse Method has been in-

troduced [1]. The method represents one of the most powerful tools for experimental

nuclear astrophysics because of its advantage to measure unscreened low-energy cross

sections of reactions between charged particles, and to retrieve information on the

electron screening potential when ultra-low energy direct measurements are avail-

able. This is done by selecting the quasi-free (QF) contribution of an appropriate

three-body reaction A + a → c + C + s, where a is described in terms of clusters

x ⊕ s. The QF reaction is performed at energies well above the Coulomb barrier,

such that cluster x is brought already in the nuclear field of A, leaving s as spectator

to the A+x interaction. The THM has been successfully applied to several reactions

connected with fundamental astrophysical problems as well as with industrial energy

production. I will recall the basic ideas of the THM and show some recent results.

Particular emphasis will be given to those related to the 12C+12C fusion channel,

whose reaction rate was found to be strongly enhanced at the relevant astrophysical

temperatures [2].

[1] R.E. Tribble et al., Rep. Prog. Phys. 76, 106901 (2014).

[2] A. Tumino, Nature 557, 687 (2018).
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Invited contribution

Neutrinos and dark matter in astrophysics

Christian Weinheimer1

1Institut für Kernphysik, University of Münster,Germany

There is strong evidence on very different astrophysical and cosmological scales

that normal baryonic matter contribute only to one part out of six to the matter

of our universe. The remaining part is called dark matter. Struture formation in

the universe requires the majority of the dark matter to be cold or warm at least,

i.e. non-relativistic during structure formation. Neutrinos are the only known, but

subdominant part, all the rest of the dark matter has to be exotic, i.e. particles

beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. Still neutrinos with there tiny but

non-zero masses and mixings play a vital role in astrophysical processes, e.g. in

supernova explosions. The possible Majorana character of neutrinos might also be

connected to the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe.

After an introduction into the evidences for dark matter and the properties of

neutrinos the search for the neutrino mass as well as the search for neutrinoless

double beta decay (and the Majorana character of neutrinos) will be presented.

The search for various candidates of dark matter will be described in the second

part. These searches will be explained in more detail at the examples of the current

experiments KATRIN, GERDA and XENON1T.
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Oral contribution

NICE- Neutron Induced Charged particle Emission

Kafa Al-Khasawneh,1 Benjamin Brückner,1 Philipp Erbacher,1 Stefan Fiebiger,1

Roman Gernhäuser,2 Kathrin Göbel,1 Deniz Kurtulgil,1 Christoph Langer,1

René Reifarth,1 Benedikt Thomas,1 Meiko Volknandt,1 and Mario Weigand1

1Goethe University, Frankfurt

2Technical University, Munich

Neutron-induced nuclear reactions with the charged particle in the exit channel

play an essential role in the s-process nucleosynthesis, but are also important for

medical and nuclear reactor technologies. Despite this importance, cross-section data

for such reactions are still scarce because of the short range of charged particles (µm),

which hampers their detection. Only very thin samples in the range of micrometers

can therefore be used. New approaches are required in particular for the time-of-

flight technique to overcome the low reaction rates.

A new detector setup (NICE-detector) based on an organic plastic scintillator was

proposed and tested at the Goethe University Frankfurt. One of the test cases was

the capture cross-section of 209Bi at different astrophysically important energies. In

this talk, the performance of the adapted detector setup as well as the results of

calculated cross-section values will be presented. This project is supported by the

DFG project NICE (RE 3461/3-1).
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Oral contribution

Convective-reactive processes in evolved massive stars

Robert Andrassy,1 Falk Herwig,2, 3, 4 Paul Woodward,5, 3 and Christian Ritter6

1Heidelberger Institut für Theoretische Studien,

Schloss-Wolfsbrunnenweg 35, 69118 Heidelberg, Germany

2Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, V8P5C2, Canada

3Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics,

Center for the Evolution of the Elements, Michigan State University, USA

4NuGrid Collaboration

5LCSE and Department of Astronomy,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA

6

One-dimensional simulations show that violent mergers of convective O- and C-

burning shells in massive stars can open new nucleosynthesis pathways to the pro-

duction of the odd-Z elements P, Cl, P, and Sc, which are underproduced in current

chemical evolution models of the Galaxy. Such mergers would likely be strongly as-

pherical with further implications for supernova explosion models. I will present the

results of high-resolution 3D hydrodynamic simulations performed in Falk Herwig’s

group at the University of Victoria in collaboration with Paul Woodward, which

quantify the dynamic feedback from the burning of C-rich material convectively

entrained into an O-burning shell. Although most of our numerical experiments

lead to quasi-stationary C burning, one shows markedly different behaviour with

a convective-reactive instability causing large-scale oscillations with Mach numbers

Ma > 0.2.
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Oral contribution

Precision mass measurements at ISOLTRAP for nucleosynthesis
studies

D. Atanasov,1 P. Ascher,2 K. Blaum,3 R. B. Cakirli,4 T. E. Cocolios,5 F.
Herfurth,6 A. Herlert,7 W. Huang,8 J. Karthein,1, 3 I. Kulikov,9 Yu. A. Litvinov,6

D. Lunney,8 V. Manea,1 M. Mougeot,8 D. Neidherr,6 L. Schweikhard,10

T. P. Steinsberger,9 A. Welker,11 F. Wienholtz,1, 10 and K. Zuber11

1CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
2CENBG-IN2P3-CNRS, Université Bordeaux 1, 33175 Gradignan, France

3Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
4Department of Physics, University of Istanbul, 34134 Istanbul, Turkey

5Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysica,

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium
6GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH, 64291 Darmstadt, Germany

7FAIR GmbH, 64291 Darmstadt, Germany
8CSNSM-IN2P3-CNRS, Université Paris-Sud, 91406 Orsay, France

9Universität Heidelberg, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
10Universität Greifswald, Institut für Physik, 17487 Greifswald, Germany

11Technische Universität Dresden, 01069 Dresden, Germany

(Dated: June 11, 2019)

The evolution of binding energies in isotopes found far from stability provides impor-

tant input not only to nuclear theory, but also to astrophysics simulations. Despite

the enormous progress made during the last 80 years in the description of nucle-

osynthesis, there are still many problems left to be solved e.g. the astrophysical site

of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process). In this context, experiments in nu-

clear physics continue to develop and extend the boundaries of determined ground

state properties of isotopes within the paths of the relevant astrophysical processes.

Furthermore, nuclides around the shell closures are of the utmost importance for

the correct understanding and description of the main observed features of the nu-

cleosynthesis, such as the elemental abundances and light curves, and have been

targeted by many experiments worldwide.

In the last years at ISOLDE/CERN, the Penning-trap mass spectrometer

ISOLTRAP focused efforts in the mass region at N = 82 below the tin isotopic

chain. Mass measurements of cadmium isotopes are now revealing for the first time

the strength of the shell gap encountered by the r-process. Furthermore, precision

mass measurements in the region below doubly-magic 100Sn were performed. Atomic

masses of 99−101In allow the study of the Z = N = 50 shell closure and its impact

on the rapid proton-capture process. In this contribution, new developments, results

from both measurement campaigns as well as physics discussion will be presented.
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Oral contribution

Mass measurements of neutron-rich Ga isotopes performed at TITAN and their
impact on the nucleosynthesis of the first r-process abundance peak

S. Ayet San Andrés,1, 2 M.P. Reiter,1, 3 J. Lippuner,4, 5, 6 S. Nikas,2, 7 C. Andreoiu,8 C. Babcock,3 B.R.

Barquest,3 J. Bollig,3, 9 T. Brunner,3, 10 T. Dickel,1, 2 J. Dilling,3, 11 I. Dillmann,3, 12, 13 E. Dunling,3, 14

G. Gwinner,15 L. Graham,3 C. Hornung,1 R. Klawitter,3, 16 B. Kootte,3, 15 A.A. Kwiatkowski,3, 12

Y. Lan,3, 11 D. Lascar,3, 17 K.G. Leach,18 E. Leistenschneider,3, 11 G. Mart́ınez-Pinedo,2, 7 J.E.
McKay,3, 12 S.F. Paul,3, 9 W.R. Plaß,1, 2 L. Roberts,19 H. Schatz,6, 19, 20 C. Scheidenberger,1, 2 A.

Sieverding,2, 7, 21 R. Steinbrügge,3 R. Thompson,22 M.E. Wieser,22 C. Will,1 and D. Welch19
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5Center for Theoretical Astrophysics, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA
6Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics, Center for the Evolution of the Elements

7Institut für Kernphysik (Theoriezentrum), Technische Universität Darmstadt, 64289 Darmstadt, Germany
8Department of Chemistry, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia V5A 1S6, Canada

9Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
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Some of the nuclei involved in the formation of the first abundance peak of the r-process can be
produced with the current rare isotope beam (RIB) facilities to measure their nuclear properties.
The main challenges faced by the measurement techniques in this region are the low production
rates together with a strong isobaric background from the N = 50 closed neutron shell. Multiple-
Reflection Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometers (MR-TOF-MS) are powerful devices which enable
mass measurements of the most exotic nuclei under extreme background conditions thanks to their
high accuracy, sensitivity, short cycle times and the possibility to be their own high-rate isobar
separator.

Recently, an MR-TOF-MS was installed at TRIUMFs Ion Trap for Atomic and Nuclear science
(TITAN), enabling high-precision mass measurements of neutron-rich Ga isotopes up to A = 85.
The impact of the newly measured masses on the formation of the first r-process abundance peak was
studied under similar conditions found in the ejecta of the blue kilonova seen after the GW170817
binary neutron star merger event. Large-scale nuclear reaction calculations were performed using
two state-of-the-art reaction codes and a detailed investigation of the formation of the maximum
abundance at A = 80 and A = 84 was carried out.
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The production of the p-process nuclides that we observe today in the Solar System

is still uncertain. Recent Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE) calculations, showed

that explaining the inventory of the p-nuclides by the contribution from Core col-

lapse supernovae (ccSNe) alone is challenging, thus requiring a complementary con-

tribution from thermonuclear supernovae (SNe Ia), assuming in this last case an

s-process rich pre-explosive seeds distribution, built by neutron captures during the

accretion phase. Presently there are no complete stellar models calculating these

abundances. We calculate accreting white dwarfs (WDs) models with five different

initial masses using the stellar code MESA. We then focus on the nucleosynthesis

calculating the full abundance distribution. In these models the dominant neutron

source are 22Ne(α,n)25Mg, activated at the bottom of the convective thermal pulse

driven by the Helium flashes along the accretion phase, for WD masses lower than

1.26 M⊙, and 13C(α,n)16O for WD masses equal or higher than 1.26 M⊙. We found

neutron densities up to few 1015 cm−3 in the most massive WDs. In particular, we

obtain a strong production by neutron captures up to the Pb region, showing how

the classic assumption of a neutron-capture rich pre-explosive seeds distribution is

justified. Using these results, we compute the resulting explosive nucleosynthesis of

proton rich heavy stable isotopes using a multi-D SNe Ia model, and discuss the un-

certainties affecting our results, focusing in particular on the nuclear reaction-rates

which provide the dominant contribution to the production uncertainty, highlighting

which of the identified key reactions are realistic candidates for future experiments.
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Abstract

The study of astrophysically important nuclear reactions between stable ions requires the use

of low-background, underground accelerator laboratories. The Felsenkeller underground site in

Dresden, shielded by a 45 m thick rock cover, hosts a 5 MV Pelletron ion accelerator with an

external sputter ion source (for 12C and other beams) and an internal radio-frequency ion source

(for noble-gas and hydrogen beams). The remaining no-beam background in muons, neutrons,

and γ-rays at Felsenkeller has been completely characterized. The measured γ-background is

sufficiently low to enter the Gamow peak for the so-called Holy Grail reaction 12C(α, γ)16O. The

accelerator has recently been commissioned at the underground site and will soon offer a significant

amount of beam time for external users, free of charge. The contribution will report on status and

characteristics of the new accelerator lab, as well as on the envisaged scientific program.

1
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The observation of oxygen isotopes in giant stars sheds light on mixing processes

operating in their interiors. Due to the very strong correlation between nuclear

burning and mixing processes it is very important to reduce the uncertainty on the

cross sections of the nuclear reactions that are involved. In this paper we focus our

attention on the reaction 18O(p,γ)19F. While the 18O(p, α)15N channel is thought to

be dominant, the (p,γ) channel can still be an important component in stellar burning

in giants, depending on the low energy cross section. So far only extrapolations from

higher-energy measurements exist and recent estimates vary by orders of magnitude.

These large uncertainties call for an experimental reinvestigation of this reaction.

We present a direct measurement of the 18O(p, γ)19F cross section using a high-

efficiency 4π BGO summing detector at the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear

Astrophysics (LUNA). The reaction cross section has been directly determined for

the first time from 140 keV down to 85 keV and the different cross section components

have been obtained individually. The previously highly uncertain strength of the 90

keV resonance was found to be three orders of magnitude lower than an indirect

estimate based on nuclear properties of the resonant state and a factor of 20 lower

than a recently established upper limit. This result excludes the possibility that

the 90 keV resonance can contribute significantly to the stellar reaction rate. In

addition the strengths and branching ratios of resonances between 150 and 400 keV

have been determined with much improved precision and sensitivity using a HPGe

detector, including a first measurement of branching ratios of the 216 keV resonance.
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The reaction 23Na(p, γ)24Mg links the NeNa and MgAl cycles in stellar hydrogen

burning. Non-resonant capture and three narrow resonance are believed to be the

main contributions to the astrophysical reaction rate up to temperatures of 1 GK.

For one of these resonances (Ec.m. = 138 keV) only an upper limit on its strength

has been established [1], resulting in large reaction rate uncertainties.

Cross section measurements were performed at the Laboratory for Underground

Nuclear Astrophysics (LUNA) and the Nuclear Science Laboratory (NSL) at the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame, in an effort to reduce the uncertainty of the 23Na(p, γ)24Mg

reaction rate. The underground location of the LUNA400 accelerator allowed for

sensitive studies of the low-energy resonances, and the Sta. ANA accelerator at the

NSL was used for measurements at higher beam energies. In measurements deep

underground we established the existence of the Ec.m. = 138 keV resonance, and

determined the strength of another narrow resonance with an improved uncertainty.

With these new results, the astrophysical reaction rate at T = 0.05 − 0.10 GK, rele-

vant for hydrogen shell burning in Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars, is reduced

significantly. The analysis of the data taken on surface is ongoing.

We will present the measurements, with a focus on the results of the underground

experiments, and the state of the analysis of the data taken on surface.
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Aluminium-26 is a short-lived radionuclide with a half-life of 0.72 Myr, which is

observed today in the Milky Way Galaxy via γ-ray spectroscopy and is inferred to

have been present in the early Solar System via analysis of meteorites. The main

contributors to the cosmic abundance of 26Al are considered to be massive stars,

and the yields of 26Al from single, massive stars, both the stellar winds and the

supernova explosions, are widely available in the literature. Massive stars, however,

are often found in binary systems, and the effect of binary interactions on the 26Al

yields have not been investigated since Braun & Langer (1995)[1]. We present our

work aimed to fill this gap. We have used the MESA stellar evolution code to

compute massive (10 M⊙ ≤M≤80M⊙), non-rotating, single and binary stars of solar

metallicity (Z=0.014). From these simulations we have computed the wind yields for

the single stars and for the binary systems where mass transfer plays a major role. We

found that, depending on the initial mass of the primary star, in a binary system the

26Al yield can either increase or decrease. For binary systems with primary masses

up to ∼35-40 M⊙, the yield can increase by up to two orders of magnitude, while

above ∼45 M⊙ the yield becomes similar to the single star yield or even decreases.

Our preliminary results show that the effect of winds in binary systems on the total

abundance of 26Al produced by a stellar population is still minor compared to that

of the supernova explosions. On the other hand, if massive star winds are the origin

of 26Al in the early Solar System, our results will have significant implications on

the identification of the potential stellar, or stellar population, source.
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The 22Ne(p,γ)23Na reaction, part of the neon-sodium cycle of hydrogen burning,

may explain the observed anticorrelation between sodium and oxygen abundances

in globular cluster stars. At astrophysical energies, the presence of many resonances

dominates the rate. The LUNA collaboration measured for the first time three of

them: Ep = 156.2, 189.5, and 259.7 keV. Recently, by using an high efficiency setup,

made of a 4π-BGO detector and a windowless gas target, the uncertainties related to

those three states have been lowered drastically and the direct component of the cross

section was also measured at four different energies below 300 keV, in the center of

mass. In addition, the two suggested resonances at Ep = 71 and 105 keV have been

studied and new upper limits were established, leading to a negligible contribution

of these two states in the thermonuclear reaction rate. As a result, at a temperature

of 0.1 GK the error bar of the 22Ne(p,γ)23Na rate is now reduced by three orders of

magnitude. Here, new 22Ne(p,γ)23Nadata and the LUNA recommend reaction rate

are reported. The new high efficiency setup provides also the possibility to investigate

the branching cascades, despite the limited resolution of the BGO detector. This

way new branchings have been found for the above mentioned resonances and the

direct component of the cross section.
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The γ-decays of 12C excited levels (the Hoyle state at 7.6 MeV and in some cases

the 9.64 MeV) are very important for its production in universe. We present here a

new attempt to precisely measure such gamma decay probabilities. The one of the

Hoyle state is known to be of the order of 4 × 10−4 [1], while for the one of the 9.64

MeV 3− only a lower limit decay probability is known, of the order of 10−7 [2]. The

measurement was performed at INFN-LNS in Catania using the 4π CHIMERA mul-

tidetector [3]. In order to measure such low probability decay-channels we performed

a 4-fold coincidence measurement. The target 12C nucleus was excited by using a

beam of 64 MeV α-particles produced by the superconducting cyclotron (CS) of

INFN-LNS. The scattered α-particles, and the recoiling 12C were detected and iden-

tified by E-E and ToF methods [3] performed by two stages Si-CsI(Tl) CHIMERA

telescopes and the Timing of the Pulsed CS . The emitted γ-rays were detected and

identified by using the second stage of the telescopes, CsI(Tl) scintillators, using

fast-slow techniques [4]. Kinematical rules and energy momentum conservation laws

were used to constraint the data analysis. In the experiment also the 3-α decay of

highly excited nuclei was measured. The contemporary measurement of all decay

channels is useful to reduce the systematic errors. Preliminary results of the data

analysis will be shown.

[1] R.G. Markham et al., Nucl. Phys. A 270, 489 (1976).

[2] D. Chamberlin et al., Phys. Rev. C10, 909 (1974).

[3] A. Pagano et al., Nucl.Phys. A734, 504 (2004).

[4] G. Cardella et al., NIM A799, 64 (2015).
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Neutron capture cross sections are one of the key input parameters for an accurate

description of the s-process of stellar nucleosynthesis, which is responsible for the

production of about half of the elemental solar abundances between Fe and Bi in

AGB stars. In this talk we will present the new measurement of the capture cross

section of the thallium isotopes 203Tl, 204Tl, and 205Tl, performed at the n TOF

facility (CERN) between 2015 and 2018.

During s-proces conditions, for a nucleus of radioactive 204Tl (T1/2 = 2.78 y, β-

decays to 204Pb), the probability of decaying is similar than that of capturing a

neutron, thus acting as what is called a branching point. Concerning 205Tl, this

terrestrially stable nucleus becomes unstable by bound-state beta decay, decaying

to 205Pb. In the end, both cross sections play an important role in fixing the final

abundances of the lead isotopes. What is more, they are necessary for and accurate

determination of the primordial ratio 205Pb/204Pb, which has a potential use as an

s-process cosmo-chronometer thanks to the long half-life (T1/2 = 1.5×107 y) of 205Pb.

This is the first time the 204Tl(n, γ) cross section has been measured, using a

sample of 260 mg of 203Tl enriched to 4% (9 mg) in 204Tl and a detectopm setup of

four C6D6 gamma detectors. The overall content of 96% of 203Tl made an ancillary

measurement of 203Tl(n, γ) alone necessary, which has yielded updated cross section

data for this reaction, as well.

The measuring technique, the stellar cross section calculation, and the implications

for the s-process of the new nuclear data will all be covered in this talk.
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The 13C(α, n)16O reaction is the main neutron source for the s process, which is

responsible for the production of about half of the heavy elements in the universe. It

operates in thermally pulsing low mass AGB stars at temperatures of about 90 MK.

This translates to a Gamow window between 140 - 230 keV, far below the Coulomb

barrier. Several direct measurements of the low energy cross section of 13C(α, n)16O

have been performed in the past, and while remarkable results have been achieved,

ultimately the Earth surface environmental background has been a limiting fac-

tor. The LUNA collaboration has performed a measurement of 13C(α, n)16O cross

section in the low-background environment of the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran

Sasso (LNGS), where the environmental neutron flux is reduced by over three or-

ders of magnitude with respect to the surface. This unique location, combined with

a high-efficiency low background detector based on 3He counters, a highly stable

intense alpha beam (< I >= 200 µA) and a pulse shape discrimination technique

for the suppression of the detector intrinsic background, permitted us to push the

low-energy limit of cross section measurements 50 keV below the lowest point in

literature, reaching the high energy edge of the Gamow window. Thanks to a novel

and detailed analysis on the target modification during the beam irradiation and an

experimental campaign on the detector efficiency, unprecedented overall uncertain-

ties lower than 15% have been achieved.

An update on status of the analysis and cross sections results will be presented.
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Carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars are common objects at metal-poor

regime. We present observations of a CEMP star, SDSS J02220313, with a known

high carbon abundance and a strong enhancement in neutron-capture elements of

the first peak (Sr and Y) and of the second peak (Ba) of the slow neutron capture

process (the s-process). Therefore, this star can be classified as a CEMP-s star.

However, SDSS J02220313 presents some peculiarities: a larger overabundance (with

respect to iron) of the first s-process peak than the second s-process peak and an

extremely large Ba/La ratio (more than a factor 10) [1]. Both features do not match

with a standard s-process, nor with a pollution typical of the intermediate neutron

capture process (i-process).

The enhancement in heavy elements suggests that the evolved companion had a low

main sequence mass and that the latter experienced a proton ingestion episode at the

beginning of the AGB phase [2]. We identify a transient phase of that peculiar mixing

episode which shows the nucleosynthesis features characterizing SDSS J02220313.

We speculate on the possible theoretical scenario.

[1] E. Caffau et al., A&A, submitted (2019).

[2] S. Cristallo et al., PASA 26, 139 (2009).
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Nucleosynthesis in the first generation of massive stars offers a unique setting to

explore the creation of the first heavier nuclei in an environment that lacks any

heavier nuclei impurities from earlier stellar generations. In later generations of

massive stars, hydrogen burning occurs predominantly through the CNO cycles,

but without the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen that allow this catalytic reaction

sequence, these stars would have to rely on the inefficient pp-chains for their en-

ergy production. However, there may be other reaction chain sequences that uti-

lize only light elements that act as alternative pathways around masses 5 and 8

that activate under these special conditions. One such reaction chain could be

10B(p,α)7Be(βν)7Li(α, γ)11C(βν)11B(α,n)14N, which would also provide a neutron

source to this early stellar environment. In this work, improved measurements are

reported for the 11B(α,n)14N reaction made at the University of Notre Dame Nu-

clear Science Laboratory. A multichannel R-matrix analysis is presented that in-

cludes not only 11B+α data, but also additional data sets from 14C+p and 14N+n

measurements, in order to facilitate a comparison of the underlying nuclear structure

and to better understand the systematic uncertainties of the different measurements.

Additional measurements are underway at the CASPAR underground facility.
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The slow neutron capture process (s-process) is responsible for about half of all

elements heavier than iron in the universe, and is therefore important for galactic

chemical evolution. Its main production site is the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB)

phase, a late evolutionary phase in stars with an initial mass between about 0.8

and 8 M⊙. Since stars rotate, it is important to calculate stellar evolution models

including rotation. However, the implementation of rotation and rotation-induced

mixing in stars is uncertain and does not reproduce all observables. Specifically,

recent observables obtained by asteroseismic surveys show a process of angular mo-

mentum transport is missing in stellar evolution theory. We will present new AGB

models including rotation that do match the observed rotation rates from large scale

asteroseismic surveys. The s-process production of these rotating AGB models and

their uncertainties will be presented and discussed in detail.
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Super-AGB stars reside in the mass range ≈ 6-10 M⊙ and bridge the divide be-

tween low/intermediate-mass and massive stars. They undergo off-centre carbon

ignition prior to a thermally pulsing phase which can consist of many 10-1000s of

thermal pulses. With their high luminosities and very large, cool, red stellar en-

velopes, these stars may appear seemingly identical to their slightly more massive

red supergiant (RSG) counterparts and may act as massive star imposters. Impor-

tant for both of these classes of star is rotation, and in particular its impact to

the surface composition relative to the process of second dredge up. The chemical

surface enrichment may result in a clear nucleosynthetic signature to differentiate

between super-AGB stars and (massive star) RSGs. Rotation also acts to reduce

the lowest initial mass for core collapse supernovae, with the refinement of this mass

boundary having important implications for the energetics and chemical enrichment

of galaxies. Here we present detailed heavy element nucleosynthesis predictions for a

grid of rotating and non-rotating super-AGB star and low-mass massive star models.
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The idea of slow-neutron capture nucleosynthesis formulated in 1957[1, 2] triggered

a tremendous experimental effort in different laboratories worldwide to measure the

relevant nuclear physics input quantities, namely (n, γ) cross sections over the stellar

temperature range (from few eV up to several hundred keV) for most of the isotopes

involved from Fe up to Bi. A brief historical review will be presented to illustrate

how, advances in the instrumentation have led, over the years, to the discovery of

many new aspects of s-process nucleosynthesis and to the progressive refinement of

theoretical models of stellar evolution. A summary will be presented on current

efforts to develop new detection concepts, such as the Total-Energy Detector with

γ-ray imaging capability (i-TED). The latter is based on the simultaneous combina-

tion of Compton imaging with neutron time-of-flight (TOF) techniques, in order to

achieve a superior level of sensitivity and selectivity in the measurement of stellar

neutron capture rates.

[1] E.M. Burbidge et al., Review of Modern Physics 29, 547 (1957).

[2] A. Cameron, Tec.Rep. Chalk River RCL 41, 1 (1957).
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About half of the heavy elements in the universe are produced by the rapid neutron

capture process (r-process). While recent multi-messenger detections of compact

binary mergers have confirmed neutron star mergers (NSMs) as an r-process site, it

is currently unclear if this scenario can account for all the enrichment of heavy r-

process nuclei in the galaxy, especially at low metallicities. Theoretical models show

that the heaviest r-process nuclei can possibly be produced also in other astrophysical

scenarios, such as magneto-rotationally driven supernovae (MRSNe) or disks forming

around collapsars. Distinguishing these scenarios by means of their nucleosynthetic

signatures proves extremely challenging, since the properties of the neutron-rich

nuclei involved are unknown, in addition to the uncertainties in hydrodynamical

conditions of the ejecta.

Most models, however, agree that the ejecta from NSMs include components that

are neutron-rich enough for fission cycling, while outflows from MRSNe are generally

less neutron-rich. In our theoretical nucleosynthesis calculations, r-process abun-

dances derived from neutron-rich conditions with the inclusion of fission cycling can

be systematically distinguished from an r-process where fission is insignificant. Here

we will discuss the signatures of fission in the r-process and assess their robustness

against the nuclear and hydrodynamical uncertainties.
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In the research field of heavy element nucleosynthesis, the origin of p-nuclei has

been a longstanding problem. They are thought to be produced in the hot environ-

ments such as supernovae via p-capture and γ-disintegration processes. But with

these processes, most stellar models fail to reproduce the observed abundances of

the lighter p-nuclei 92,94Mo and 96,98Ru [1]. In a study by Fröhlich et al., a new

process called the νp-process was suggested as an explanation for the abundances of

p-nuclei with A>64 [2]. However, the competition between (p,α) and (p,γ) reactions

on 59Cu in an end-point cycle could hinder the reaction flow to the heavier elements

by cycling the material back [3]. This competition is temperature sensitive and it is

crucial to measure the 59Cu(p,α)56Ni reaction cross section in order to obtain reliable

modelling results. Additionally, this reaction is of key importance to the light curve

of X-ray bursts and the ashes’ composition on the surface of the neutron star [4].

We have carried out the first direct measurement of the 59Cu(p,α)56Ni reaction

cross section. The experiment was performed at the recently upgraded HIE-ISOLDE

facility at CERN in inverse kinematics bombarding a CH2 target with a high intensity

radioactive 59Cu beam at beam energies between 3.6 - 5.0 MeV/u. I will present the

experimental procedure, data analysis and first results.

[1] M. Arnould and S. Goriely, Physics Reports 384, 1 (2003).

[2] C. Fröhlich et al., Physical Review Letters 96, 142502 (2006).

[3] A. Arcones et al., The Astrophysical Journal 750, 18 (2012).

[4] R. Cyburt et al., The Astrophysical Journal 830, 55 (2016).
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Explosive nucleosynthesis involves large nuclear reaction networks which evolve

beyond nuclear stability. To adress the scarce data situation in this domain, radioac-

tive ion beams can be produced and made available for reaction studies in inverse

kinematics. At GSI/FAIR the unique combination of the FRagment Separator FRS

and the Experimental Storage Ring ESR makes it possible to store, decelerate and

cool such ion beams. This technique allows the direct measurement of reaction cross

sections inside the Gamow window as has been shown recently for proton-capture

reactions [1].

This talk will give an overview on the past and recent developments at the GSI

storage rings towards reaction studies at low energies. This includes the first steps

with the pilot experiment on 96Ru(p,γ) as well as the last beam time investigating

124Xe(p,γ) at the ESR facility.

Finally, an extended outlook to future experiments at the new low-energy storage

ring CRYRING will be given, which is perfectly suited for studies inside the Gamow

window.

[1] J. Glorius, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 092701 (2019).
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The fusion reaction of carbon and helium to oxygen is the key to understanding the

evolution of stars and the relative abundances of both elements. The reaction rate

of 12C(α,γ)16O has to be known with an uncertainty of lower than 10% at a center-

of-mass energy of 300 keV during Helium burning conditions. So far, experiments

have studied the reaction down to about 1 MeV.

We measured the Coulomb dissociation of 16O into 4He and 12C at the R3B setup

in a first campaign within FAIR Phase-0 at GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionen-

forschung, Darmstadt. The goal is to improve the accuracy of the experimental data

and to reach lower center-of-mass energies.

The experiment required beam intensities of 109 16O ions per second at an energy

of 500 AMeV. The rare case of Coulomb breakup into 12C and 4He posed another

challenge: we had to detect particles with the same magnetic rigidity as the primary

beam, which are not separated by the super-conducting magnet GLAD. Radical

changes of the R3B setup were necessary: All detectors had slits to allow the passage

of the unreacted 16O ions, while 4He and 12C would hit the detectors’ active areas.

We developed and built detectors based on organic scintillators to track and identify

the reaction products with sufficient precision.

The talk reviews the setup and the beamtime, and gives the current status of

analysis.
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The DRAGON experiment (Detector of Recoils And Gammas Of Nuclear reac-

tions) was designed to provide a recoil separator to study radiative capture reactions,

both on protons and alpha particles, using accelerated radioactive ion beams at the

ISAC-I facility of the TRIUMF laboratory in Vancouver, Canada. The addition of

a Supernanogam ECR source now allows for the use of stable ion beams with inten-

sities in the 1E12 s-1 range at the beam lines connected to the ISAC-I accelerator.

The DRAGON experiment consists of a windowless, recirculating gas target which

is surrounded by a BGO scintillator array to capture the gamma photons emitted in

the radiative capture reactions on hydrogen or helium gas. The heavy reaction recoils

travel with the incident ion beam into the actual recoil separator consisting of con-

secutive magnetic and electrostatic dipoles. These provide beam suppression factors

of order 1E8-1E13 depending on ion type and energy regime. The remaining leaky

beam ions and reaction recoils are detected in the focal plane using a local time-

of-flight and an energy detection system, which, either independently or together

with the BGO array, provide further beam suppression. The sensitivity of the sys-

tem, coupled with the now available stable heavy ion beam intensities, makes the

DRAGON experiment competitive with low energy nuclear physics measurements at

other facilities employing more intense proton or alpha beams in normal kinematics.

This contribution will present recent results using neon (20-Ne, 21-Ne) and sulphur

(34-S) beams for the measurement of radiative capture reactions relevant to nuclear

astrophysics.
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β-delayed neutron emission probabilities of exotic nuclei, along with nuclear masses

and β-decay half-lives, are of key importance in the stellar nucleosynthesis of heavy

elements via the rapid neutron-capture process (r-process). Not only does β-delayed

neutron emission lead to a redistribution of material as neutron-rich nuclei β-decay

towards stability, it also acts as a source of late-time neutrons which increase the

neutron-to-seed ratio and can be recaptured during the freeze-out phase. Both of

these processes influence the final r-process abundance distribution and obtaining a

more complete description of this process is vital to developing a deeper understand-

ing of observed elemental abundances.

The β-delayed neutrons at RIKEN (BRIKEN) project [1, 2] combines the world’s

most efficient neutron detector array with the highly-segmented silicon implantation

detector AIDA and two HPGe clover detectors for γ spectroscopy. In operation since

2016, several experiments have already been conducted studying βn-emission in 231

nuclei from 64Cr to 151Cs and measuring many βn-emission probabilities and decay

half-lives for the first time. With further experiments planned to study A > 190 and

A < 50 nuclei in the coming years, the BRIKEN campaign will contribute a wealth

of new results which are critical in reducing the uncertainty in r-process abundances

obtained using astrophysical nucleosynthesis network calculations.

C.J. Griffin, R. Caballero-Folch, and I. Dillmann are funded by the Canadian

NSERC and NRC.

[1] A. Tarifeño-Saldivia et al., J. Inst. 12.04, (2017).

[2] A. Tolosa-Delgado et al., NIMA 925, 133-147, (2019).
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Type I X-ray bursts are frequently observed thermonuclear explosions on the sur-

face of neutron stars that accrete matter from a nearby companion star. The bursts

are powered by nuclear reaction sequences that transform accreted hydrogen and

helium into heavier elements via the 3α-reaction, the αp-process, and the rapid pro-

ton capture process (rp-process). Nuclear data on neutron deficient rare isotopes are

needed to predict burst light curves that can then be compared with observations

to constrain system parameters and neutron star properties. A recent sensitivity

study on type-I x-ray bursts [1] has shown that the light curves and calculated final

ash abundances are significantly affected by the current mass uncertainties in many

proton rich nuclei. To this end, a recent experimental campaign at the Low Energy

Beam and Ion Trap (LEBIT) facility at the National Superconducting Cyclotron

Laboratory (NSCL) [2] has set out to measure the masses of several of these nuclei.

In this talk, I will discuss recent mass measurements of importance for rp-process

modeling including 56Cu [3], 51Fe [4], and 61Zn [in progress] as well as several more

planned measurements of 27P, 24Si, and 80-82Zr.

[1] H. Schatz and W.-J. Ong, The Astrophy. J. 844, 29 (2017).

[2] R. Ringle et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. 349, 87 (2013).

[3] A. A. Valverde et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 032701 (2018).

[4] W.-J. Ong et al., Phys. Rev. C 98, 065803 (2018).
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The synthesis of elements from iron to uranium (heavy elements) that takes place

in stars can only be understood through the knowledge of neutron-induced cross sec-

tions on very short-lived nuclei. Nevertheless, these measurements can be extremely

challenging or even impossible to perform due to radioactivity of the targets involved.

The most promising way to access neutron-induced cross sections is to use surro-

gate reactions in inverse kinematics, where the nucleus formed in the neutron-induced

re-action of interest is produced by the interaction of a radioactive beam and a light

tar-get nucleus. The decay probabilities of the excited nucleus induced by the surro-

gate reaction are very useful to constrain model parameters and predict much more

accurately the desired neutron cross sections. Storage rings offer the ideal conditions

to perform high-precision decay-probability measurements.

In this contribution we will present the future plans and developments towards per-

forming surrogate-reaction studies in inverse kinematics with radioactive-ion beams

at storage rings. Such developments include the study of a new experimental set-up

to be placed at the CRYRING storage ring at GSI and the investigations we have

carried out regarding using solar cells as heavy ion detectors.
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Most C-enhanced metal poor stars show simultaneously substantial enhancements

of heavy n-capture elements, such as Sr, Y, Zr, Ba, La and Eu. These have been

commonly classified according to the presence of the element Ba which is dominantly

made by the s-process and of Eu which has an s-process production contribution of

only ∼ 3%, and is therefore considered an r-process element. We are revisiting the

classification of CEMP stars with the goal to establish more granular criteria based on

the neutron-density prevailing in the stellar nuclear production site. To this end we

have constructed equilibrium nucleosynthesis simulations for 6 < log Nn < 23. These

models are independent of any specific astrophysical site. After demonstrating how

well these constant Nn simulations represent more realistic astrophysics-based nucle-

osynthesis simulations we compare the simulations with the JINAbase databased of

CEMP stars. Most stars labeled CEMP-s in that data base cannot be reproduced by

s-process neutron density models, but instead by the intermediate neutron density,

demonstrating the importance of the i process for understanding the heavy-element

patterns in CEMP stars. Our analysis involves elemental ratios of both first and sec-

ond peak, and reveals that predictions of observational abundance ratios are severely

limited by nuclear physics uncertainties, especially the (n, γ) rate of n-rich unstable

species 2 - 6 masses off the valley of stability. This new type of analysis lends itself

to a systematic nuclear physics impact study approach, and we will present results

from three such studies that have revealed a handful of (n, γ) reactions that should

be measured with the highest priority. We will briefly summarize the present state

of simulations in 3D and 1D of the most likely astrophysical sites of the i process.
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Stars are complex objects involving many multi-dimensional processes like con-

vection, rotation and magnetic fields. Ideally, we would like to model stars with

3D MHD simulations but it is unfortunately not feasible to simulate their entire

evolution in 3D. We will thus always need 1D stellar evolution models to provide

the necessary input for galactic chemical evolution and to study the cosmic impact

of stars in general. In this talk, I will introduce a framework to develop synergy

between 3D and 1D simulations, the so-called RA-ILES framework. I will end by

presenting recent results obtained by applying this framework to convective bound-

ary mixing, which is one of the most important uncertainties in the evolution of stars

of all masses.
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In astrophysics, 19F plays a major role because of the diverse reactions where

it is involved and of its abundance. This may be used as a probe of stel-

lar nucleosynthesis, since production and destruction rates are very sensitive to

the stellar interior physical conditions, especially in the case of asymptotic giant

branch (AGB) stars and the s-process. In these stars, 19F is produced by the

14N(α, γ)18F(β+)18O(p, α)15N(α, γ)19F reaction chain, so the study of 15N+α elastic

scattering provides valuable clues about its synthesis, as the spectroscopic informa-

tion can be used to constrain the resonance strengths and energies intervening in the

calculation of the reaction rate.

19F spectroscopy through 15N+α elastic scattering is also important in the context

of AGB stars, making it possible to constrain the cross section of the 18O(p, α)15N

reaction and influencing the abundances of 18O, 19F and 15N. Finally, in explosive

scenarios such as classical novae, the 15N + α elastic scattering is important as it

allows us to shed light on the spectroscopy of 19F mirror nucleus 19Ne, entering

explosive nucleosynthesis through 18F + p capture reactions.

In this work [1], we report on the most extensive measurement and analysis of the

15N + α elastic scattering, making it possible to span 19F excitation energies over

a wide interval, from ∼ 5 to ∼ 10 MeV, as well as a broad angular range, to pin

down unknown spin parities of observed states. The measurement was carried out

through the thick target inverse kinematics method, and the experimental spectra

fitted using the R-matrix approach. This analysis allowed us to suggest new spin

parity assignments and to identify 19F states featuring α−cluster structures also in

the energy regions of astrophysical interest.

[1] M. La Cognata et al., Physical Review C 99, 034301 (2019).
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The s-process in massive stars is an important source of heavy elements at low

metallicities. Massive stars with very low metallicity depend largely on rotation

induced mixing to produce light nuclei, such as 22Ne, which is the main source of

neutrons for the s-process. Light nuclei are formed in the He burning phase and 16O

is formed through 12C(α,γ). The 16O absorbs neutrons forming 17O and therefore

competes with heavier s-process elements for available neutrons. The ratio of the

subsequent 17O(α,γ) and 17O(α,n) dictates to what extent 16O behaves as a neutron

poison, determining how many neutrons are available for the s-process.

States in the region of 7.65-8.00 MeV in 21Ne correspond to the Gamow window

for the 17O(α,n)20Ne reaction in the temperature range 0.2-0.3 GK. The spin-parity

and neutron width of some of the 21Ne states in the Gamow window are unknown.

Some of these states also have significant uncertainty in their energies.

We have conducted a measurement of the 20Ne(d,p)21Ne reaction populating states

in the Gamow window using the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory Split-pole

Spectrograph. Using this 20Ne(d,p)21Ne reaction we have identified those states with

significant neutron widths, hence those most relevant for 17O(α,n). Details will be

presented on the measurements that were made at 5 angles; preselected using DWBA

calculations to maximise the selectivity of spin-parity assignments to 21Ne states.

Furthermore, we have determined the state energies in the astrophysically relevant

excitation region and extracted their angular distributions. This work will ultimately

lead to further information on 21Ne states and as such a better understanding of the

role 16O has as a neutron poison for the s-process in massive stars.
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In classical nova nucleosythesis repeated proton capture reactions and beta-decays

produce proton-rich isotopes and the endpoint of this nucleosynthesis typically occurs

in nuclei close to A ∼ 40. There is currently a discrepancy between the observed

and predicted isotopic abundances in this mass region. One particular reaction,

38K(p,γ)39Ca is important in this regard. Nova simulations show that this reaction

can alter the isotopic abundances of 38Ar, 39K, and 40Ca significantly when the re-

action rate is varied by its maximum uncertainty. Thus, it is important to constrain

uncertainties of this reaction rate to accurately predict isotopic abundances.

Although a recent direct measurement has reduced the reaction rate uncertainty,

further work is needed to constrain this reaction rate. Specifically, additional mea-

surements to precisely probe the low energy resonances within the Gamow window.

To that end, I will present the preliminary results measuring these astrophysically

important levels in 39Ca using the reaction 40Ca(d,t)39Ca. The experiment was

carried out at the Maier-Leibnitz-Laboratory (MLL) using the 14 MV MP-Tandem

accelerator and Quadrupole 3-Dipole (Q3D) magnetic spectrograph.
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The weak s-process occurring in the core He-burning and shell C-burning phases

of massive stars (8M⊙ < M < 25M⊙) synthesizes a major portion of the elements in

the 60 < A < 90 mass range. The 17O(α, n) reaction affects the neutron production

in the weak s-process by recycling neutrons lost to the most efficient neutron absorber

16O(n, γ)17O. An experimental discrepancy was identified in a recent evaluation by

P. Mohr in a combined analysis of the current available data and statistical model

calculations for this reaction. To resolve this issue, we performed new cross section

measurements using the Sta. ANA 5U accelerator at the University of Notre Dame

Nuclear Science Laboratory. To determine the 17O(α, n1) cross section, angular

distributions of secondary gamma rays were measured for Eα > 1.4 MeV with the

HAGRiD (LaBr3:Ce) array. An array of deuterated liquid scintillator detectors was

used to measure the 17O(α, n0) cross section from 0.8 < Eα < 1.5 MeV. Detector

response unfolding was used to obtain neutron energy spectra from the observed

scintillator light output spectra. This enabled discrimination between neutrons from

different final states of 20Ne and neutrons originating from background reactions. We

will present new cross section results from the secondary gamma ray and neutron

measurements resolving the data discrepancy, and a multichannel R-Matrix analysis

will be used to better constrain the reaction rate.
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The 7Li(γ, t)4He cross section was measured for the first time using mono-energetic

γ-rays with energies between 4.4 and 10 MeV at the High Intensity Gamma-ray

Source (HIγS) in USA. The reaction is important for the primordial Li-problem and

for testing our understanding of the mirror alpha-capture reactions 3H(α, γ)7Li and

3He(α, γ)7Be. Most measurements over the last 30 years of the 3H(α, γ)7Li reaction

have explored the energy range below Ecm = 1.2 MeV but measurements at higher

energies could restrict the extrapolation to astrophysically important energies.

The experimental arrangement for measuring the 7Li(γ, t)4He reaction at HIγS

included a large-area annular silicon detector array (SIDAR) and several beam char-

acterization instruments. The SIDAR was arranged in a lampshade configuration

with twelve YY1 silicon detectors of 300, 500, and 1000 µm thickness. The results

are in disagreement with the previous experimental measurements in the same en-

ergy range but the extrapolated S-factor agrees with the adopted value. Details

of the experiment at HIγS will be presented together with perspectives for future

measurements.
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A reliable α-nucleus potential is the essential prerequisite for the calculation of

(γ,α) reaction rates for heavy neutron-deficient nuclei. This defines the γ-process

path which is responsible for the nucleosynthesis of rare neutron-deficient nuclei,

the so-called p-nuclei. The α-nucleus potential can be derived from the analysis of

α-elastic scattering and from the cross sections of α-induced reactions.

The present experiment on 197Au extends previous studies towards heavier nuclei

where the increasing Coulomb barrier leads to very small cross sections. The new

results cover the energy range from about 13.5 to 20 MeV and thus reach the upper

end of the Gamow window for stellar temperatures of T9 ≈ 3, whereas literature

data for 197Au are available only at higher energies.

A combination of γ-ray and X-ray spectroscopy was used to identify the decays of

the residual 201Tl, 200Tl, and 199Tl nuclei from the (α,γ), (α,n), and (α,2n) reactions

which are the dominating reaction channels. At some energies, the X-ray activity

had to be followed over more than one month to disentangle the contributions of

199Tl, 200Tl, and 201Tl from their different half-lives.

Statistical model calculations were made using the TALYS code. From a strict

χ2-based assessment of the cross sections in the different reaction channels, a set

of parameters (α-nucleus potential, nucleon-nucleus potential, γ-ray strength func-

tion, and level density) could be identified which provides the best description of the

experimental data. The choice of these parameters allows to extrapolate the mea-

sured cross sections towards lower energies with significantly reduced uncertainties.

A careful discussion of the remaining uncertainties will be provided.

∗ Present address: Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), 01328 Dresden, Germany
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The main hard pulse of prompt gamma-ray emission in GRB 170817A had a du-

ration of ∼ 0.5 s and its onset was delayed with respect to the gravitational-wave

chirp signal by tdel ≈ 1.74 s. Detailed follow-up of the subsequent broadband kilo-

nova emission revealed a two-component ejecta – a lanthanide-poor ejecta with mass

Mej,blue ≈ 0.025 M⊙ that powered the early but rapidly fading blue emission and a

lanthanide-rich ejecta with mass Mej,red ≈ 0.04 M⊙ that powered the longer lasting

redder emission. Both the prompt gamma-ray onset delay and the existence of the

blue ejecta with modest electron fraction, 0.2 <∼ Ye
<∼ 0.3, can be explained if the

collapse to a black hole was delayed by the formation of a hypermassive neutron

star (HMNS). Here, we determine the survival time of the merger remnant by com-

bining two different constraints, namely, the time needed to produce the requisite

blue-ejecta mass and that necessary for the relativistic jet to bore its way out of the

expanding ejecta. In this way, we determine that the remnant of GW170817 must

have collapsed to a black hole after tcoll = 0.98+0.31
−0.26 s. We also discuss how future

detections and the delays between the gravitational and electromagnetic emissions

can be used to constrain the properties of the merged object.
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Nuclear masses, giving a direct access to nuclear binding energies, are one of

the most sensitive nuclear physics inputs for the calculations of the astrophysical

rapid neutron capture process (r-process) nucleosynthesis [1]. In this talk, we re-

port on recent precision mass measurements of neutron-rich nuclei performed at

the JYFLTRAP double Penning trap mass spectrometer at the IGISOL facility

in the JYFL Accelerator Laboratory. Together with the standard Time-of-Flight

Ion Cyclotron Resonance (TOF-ICR) technique, the Phase-Imaging Ion-Cyclotron-

Resonance (PI-ICR) technique is now routinely used at JYFLTRAP [2]. The recent

mass measurements have focused on three regions. Firstly, the mass measurements of

neutron-rich isotopes of Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd and Tb have reduced the uncertainties

related to the r-process calculations for the rare-earth abundance peak [3]. Secondly,

the masses of neutron-rich Ag, I and In isotopes have been measured. These nuclei

lie close to doubly magic 132Sn region, which has been shown to have the highest im-

pact on the calculated r-process abundances [1]. Thirdly, we have measured masses

of neutron-rich Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn isotopes in the vicinity of 78Ni, which are

relevant for the study of core-collapse supernovae. Our measurements significantly

reduce the uncertainties of the studied masses, some of which were measured for the

first time.

[1] M. Mumpower et al., Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 86, 86 (2016).

[2] D.A. Nesterenko et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 54, 154 (2018).

[3] M. Vilen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 262701 (2018).
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The r-process is responsible for the production of about half of the heavy elements

observed in the solar abundances. The site of the r-process was unknown until recent

observations. The gravitational wave event GW170817, which was identified as a bi-

nary Neutron Star Merger (NSM), was followed by the detection of fast fading optical

counterpart that is consistent with predictions of a kilonova/macronova, associated

with r-process nucleosynthesis. In particular the observation of a bright, fast fading

ultra-violet component transitioning to near infared at late times, established the

production of heavy element in the aftermath of the neutron star merger.

The complicated atomic structure of lanthanides implies high opacity ejecta which

would shift the wavelength of the observed light to the red. The blue color emission

of the ejecta at early times indicates the presence of material with low lanthanides

abundance and consequently, relatively high electron fractions. We present a study

of nucleosynthesis of moderately high Ye outflows from NSMs and we investigate

the astrophysical conditions under which this could be the site for the production

of the elements of the r-process abundance pattern for A < 100. The effect of

nuclear masses and beta decays on the abundance pattern is explored for a range of

conditions consistent with simulations.
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Magnetically-driven supernovae of massive stars have been expected as a viable

astrophysical site of heavy-elements, including r-process nuclei, as well as the central

engine of gamma-ray bursts, magnetar formation, and other peculiar supernovae

(e.g., superluminous supernovae). However, there has not been direct observation

and detailed nucleosynthetic properties of this type of supernovae are still unclear.

In this talk, I show recent results of nucleosynthesis for magneto-rotational su-

pernovae associated with jet-like explosions producing r-process nuclei. Using the

simplified models for the r-process-rich inner ejecta based on our previous studies

[1, 2], we extended propagation of the shock wave to the stellar surface and calculated

complete sets of nucleosynthesis yields from lighter elements to r-process nuclei. We

discuss the possibilities of observational constraints on the nucleosynthesis proper-

ties of magnetically-driven supernovae, e.g., chemical evolution of galaxies and the

ejection process of radioactive nuclei.

[1] N. Nishimura, T. Takiwaki, and F.-K. Thielemann, The Astrophysical Journal 810, 109 (2015).

[2] N. Nishimura, H. Sawai, T. Takiwaki et al., The Astrophysical Journal Letters 836, L21 (2017).
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2I.N.F.N. sezione di Perugia, Italy

3Gran Sasso Science Institute, L’Aquila, Italy

In the past years the observational evidence that s-process elements from Sr to Pb

are produced by stars ascending the so-called Asymptotic Giant Branch (or AGB)

could not be explained by self-consistent models, forcing researchers to extensive

parameterizations. The crucial point is to understand how protons can be injected

from the envelope into the He-rich layers, yielding the formation of 13C and then the

activation of the 13C(α,n)16O reaction. Only recently, attempts to solve this prob-

lem started to consider quantitatively physically-based mixing mechanisms. Among

them, MHD processes in the plasma were suggested to yield mass transport through

magnetic buoyancy. In this framework, we compare results of nucleosynthesis mod-

els for low mass AGB stars (M≤3M⊙), developed from the MHD scenario, with the

record of isotopic abundance ratios of s-elements in presolar SiC grains, which were

shown to offer precise constraints on the 13C reservoir. We find that n-captures

driven by magnetically-induced mixing can well account for the SiC data and that

this is due to the fact that our 13C distribution fullfils the above constraints rather

accurately. We show comparisons between model predictions and measurements for

isotopes of Sr, Zr, Ba, Mo and Ru as representative examples of light and heavy

s-elements.
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J. Pereira,1, 2 A. Arcones,3, 4 J. Bliss,3, 4 and F. Montes1, 2
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The observation of a kilonova (AT 2017gfo) associated with the gravitational-wave

source GW170817 in the summer of 2017 provided direct evidence that heavy nuclei

are synthetized in binary neutron-star mergers. Whereas this site is likely the host

for the main r process, responsible for the robustness of the abundance pattern in the

region past Z=56, other astrophysical sources might contribute to the production of

lighter heavy elements around the so-called 1st peak (e.g. Sr, Y, Zr).

Neutrino-driven winds following core-collapse supernovae explosions have been

proposed as a possible scenario where the synthesis of the so-called light heavy nuclei

(between Fe and Ag) might occur. Steady-state model calculations, combined with

nucleosynthesis reaction networks indicate a substantial sensitivity of the element

abundances to (α,n) reaction rates and the astrophysical conditions (e.g. alpha-to-

seed and neutron-to-seed ratios). In this presentation, I will summarize the most

relevant aspects of our study, emphasizing the (α,n) nuclear reactions that have the

most impact in the resulting abundances. Preliminary experimental results on some

of these reactions will be briefly discussed.
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The 6Li(p, γ)7Be reaction is involved in several astrophysical scenarios such as

the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and 6Li destruction in pre-main and in main sequence

stars.

A recent direct measurement of the 6Li(p, γ)7Be cross section found a resonance-like

structure at Ec.m. = 195 keV, corresponding to a Ex ∼ 5800 keV excited state in 7Be

[1]. This result has not been confirmed neither by other direct measurements nor by

theoretical calculations [2, 3]

In order to clarify the existence of this resonance a new experiment was performed

at the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics (LUNA), located under

1400 m of dolomite rocks of Gran Sasso. Thanks to the extremely low background

environment the 6Li(p, γ)7Be cross section can be measured down to low energies

with unprecedented sensitivity.

The high intensity proton beam from the LUNA400kV accelerator was delivered to

6Li evaporated targets of different composition and thickness. To detect the gamma

rays from the 6Li(p, γ)7Be a HPGe detector was mounted in close geometry. In order

to have a simultaneous detection of charged particles from the 6Li(p, α)3He channel

a silicon detector was also used. Two independent Ion Beam Analysis techniques:

Nuclear Reaction Analysis and Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis were performed at

the Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf in Dresden to characterize the targets.

The talk will provide a detailed description of the experimental setup. In addition

preliminary results will be reported.

[1] J.J. He, et al., Phys. Lett. B 725, 287-291 (2013).

[2] R.M. Prior, et al., Phys. Rev. C 70, 70 055801 (2004).

[3] F.C. Barker, Aust. J. Phys. 33, 159 (1980).
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4Université de Bordeaux

5Ohio University
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The production of the p–nuclei is one of the unsolved puzzles in nuclear astro-

physics. A possible mechanism is the nucleosynthesis in the neutrino–driven winds

of core–collapse supernovae (νp–process), but it carries uncertainties, mostly in the

supernova dynamics and the nuclear physics input [1, 2]. The pp-chain breakout

reaction 7Be(α, γ)11C, which occurs prior the supernova explosion, was identified

as an important link which can influence the nuclear flow of the νp–process [2].

Nevertheless, its reaction rate is poorly known over the relevant energy range (T=

1.5-3 GK). To improve the 7Be(α, γ)11C rate for νp–process nucleosynthesis tem-

peratures, the first direct measurement of resonances with unknown strength was

recently performed at TRIUMF. A radioactive 7Be beam (t1/2 = 53.24 d) beam

and the DRAGON recoil separator were used [3]. The experimental details and

preliminary results for the resonance strengths will be discussed.

[1] C. Fröhlich et al., Phys. Rv. Lett. 96, 142502 (2006).

[2] S. Wanajo, H.–T. Janka and S. Kubono, ApJ 729, 46 (2011).

[3] D. A. Hutcheon et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res A, 498, 190 (2003).
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Dwarf galaxies can provide unique hints to understand the origin of r-process el-

ements. Even if neutron star merger (NSM) have been confirmed as an r-process

site, magneto-rotational-driven supernovae (MR SN) could also contribute to the

production of heavy elements. Moreover, they could help explaining several obser-

vations that are difficult to reconcile with NSM alone. Our aim is to distinguish

peculiar abundance trends that serve as a fingerprints of early r-process nucleosyn-

thesis in NSM or possibly MR SN. Observational data from different studies could

hide a possible trend within the elements due to different techniques when deriving

stellar parameters. Therefore, we consistently determine the stellar parameters and

abundances of Mg, Sc, Cr, Ni, Sr, Y, Ba and Eu of ∼ 400 stars contained in 12

different dwarf galaxies. Since these elements form within different production sites,

we can reveal commonalities and unique chemical enrichments across different dwarf

galaxies.

⋆ Supported by SFB 1245 and ERC Starting Grant EUROPIUM-677912
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The broad field of Nuclear Astrophysics considers a wide range of stellar burning

processes and nuclear interactions all feeding into the chemical evolution of our Uni-

verse. In order to probe such a diverse range of nuclear processes, a complementary

set of experimental and theoretical tools must be developed. The profound difficulty

in measuring low-energy reactions in the stellar burning regime highlights the need

for the development of such techniques. Ongoing advancements consider higher in-

tensity accelerators, more robust and isotopically enriched target material and lower

background interference, to name a few. Underground Nuclear Astrophysics facilities

such as CASPAR, utilize natural background suppression to extend current exper-

imental data to the lower energies required. New facilities around the world are

coming on-line with a view to capitalizing on underground cosmic-ray suppression,

each offering unique techniques and capabilities. This talk will highlight recent and

future CASPAR campaigns incorporting above and below ground measurements of

reactions including 14N(p,γ), 11B(α,n), 22Ne(α,n) and 22Ne(α,γ).
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Electron capture reactions may lead to a gravitational collapse of a massive oxygen-

neon white dwarf. At the same time, they initiate thermonuclear burning that can

counteract this effect. Therefore, the fate of the star – a core-collapse supernova

producing a neutron star or a thermonuclear explosion – is uncertain. We present

three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations of the propagation of thermonuclear

flames in oxygen-neon white dwarfs aiming to answer this question. Predictions

for nucleosynthesis yields from the expected events that can help to constrain the

scenarios.
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Neutron stars originate in core-collapse supernovae, which are one of the most en-

ergetic events in the universe. In core-collapse supernova simulations, the equation

of state is a key ingredient. However, matter at high densities is only poorly con-

strained and the nuclear equation of state is still not fully understood. Equations of

state that are available for supernova simulations differ considerably in their under-

lying theory as well as nuclear physics input. We investigate the impact of different

nuclear matter properties on the equation of state in core-collapse supernovae. To

this end, we introduce a range of equations of state based on the Lattimer and Swesty

equation of state that vary the nucleon effective mass, incompressibility, symmetry

energy, and nuclear saturation point. Larger effective masses lead to lower pressures

at nuclear densities and a lower thermal index. This has an important impact on

the proto-neutron star contraction and shock evolution.

*This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, Ger-

man Research Foundation) - Projektnummer 279384907 - SFB 1245 and the Euro-

pean Research Council Grant No. 677912 EUROPIUM.
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Since p isotopes cannot be produced in neutron-capture reaction networks, a pro-

duction mechanism via photodisintegration reactions was proposed - the γ process.

The specific path of this reaction network, however, depends strongly on the sta-

tistical averaged ratios for proton-, neutron-, and α decay widths. It was shown in

the past, that especially the uncertainties in the α decay widths might have a huge

impact on the isotopic abundance of the γ-process ashes. Besides systematic studies

of the α+nucleus optical-model potential, direct measurements of (α,γ) reaction are

needed to reduce the unpredictability of (γ, α) reaction rates.

In this talk, we will present preliminary results from direct measurements of the

98Ru(α,γ) and 144Sm(α,γ) cross sections via in-beam measurements at the Univer-

sity of Cologne and the Ruhr-Universität Bochum and activation experiments at the

Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig and the Technische Univer-

sität Dresden. The in-beam experiment might help to improve our understanding

of the γ-process contribution to the p nuclei in the A ∼ 100 mass region, while

the activation experiment is important for the dertermination of the initial isotopic

abundance ratio of the 146Sm/144Sm chronometer. Details on the different experi-

mental techniques as well as the various setups in Cologne, Bochum, Braunschweig,

and Dresden will be presented.

This work has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under the

contract DFG(ZI 510/8-1).
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The p-process is a nucleosynthesis scenario that occurs during an explosion of a

supernova and produces the proton-rich isotopes of elements between Se and Hg. The

p-process involves series of (γ,n), (γ,p) and (γ,α) reactions on pre-existing s-process

seed nuclei. The reactions relevant for the p-process can be studied in the laboratory

via the inverse ones: the capture of protons or α-particles. For these measurements,

the High EffiCiency TOtal Absorption SpectrometeR (HECTOR) was developed at

the University of Notre Dame.

HECTOR is a NaI(Tl) summing detector comprised of 16 separate NaI(Tl) crys-

tals, each read by 2 photomultipliers. The array is designed for precision cross

section measurements for (p,γ) and (α,γ) reactions across the p-process Gamow

window. The summing efficiency is a function of the total γ-ray energy and the

average γ-ray multiplicity: for the 60Co, source it is 52.7 (2.0)% and for typical

cross section measurements it ranges between 20-30%. The first measurements of

the p- and α-capture reactions on Pd and Cd proton-rich isotopes will be presented

in this talk. The results will be compared to the cross sections obtained with other

techniques, when available, and to the Hauser-Feshbach model calculations using the

Talys code.

This work is supported by the NSF under grants number: PHY-1614442 (Simon),

PHY-1713857 (NSL), PHY-1430152 (JINA-CEE).

∗ anna.simon@nd.edu
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The range 7 to 11 solar masses bridge the gap between massive stars (which explode

as core-collapse supernovae) and light stars (which end as CO white dwarfs). These

intermediate-mass stars form degenerate ONe cores following carbon burning. In

some cases the cores grow dense enough to trigger electron capture on various nuclei.

Most notably, the double electron capture 20Ne → 20F → 20O releases enough heat

to trigger runaway oxygen burning.

We show that the electron capture on 20Ne is triggered by the second-forbidden

non-unique transition between the ground states of 20Ne and 20F. This transition has

recently been measured and found to have a significant strength. Stellar models that

take this measurement into account ignite oxygen off-centre and at lower densities

compared with those without the forbidden transition. This increases the likelihood

of a thermonuclear explosion with an ONeFe remnant as opposed to a collapse to a

neutron star.

This work is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through the con-

tract SFB 1245 and the EU COST Action CA16117.
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In neutrino-driven winds above a nascent neutron star or after the merging of two

neutron stars, light r-process elements may be formed at high temperatures in a very

short time scale of the order of milliseconds. It was shown by sensitivity studies that

this — so-called — weak r-process nucleosynthesis runs close to the valley of stability

and stable isotopes between 56Fe and 109Ag can be synthesized via (α,n) and (α,xn)

reactions [1–4].

The modelling of the weak r-process requires a large nuclear reaction network

calculation, consisting of a few thousand reactions, in which the cross sections of

the alpha-induced reactions are taken from the Hauser-Feshbach model using global

alpha-nucleus optical model potentials (OMP). However, the use of different OMPs

in the calculations can cause up to an order of magnitude discrepancy between the

predicted cross sections [3, 4]. There is a lack of precise (α,n) data in the 50 ≤ A ≤

100 mass region, therefore, to improve the reliability of the statistical model calcula-

tions, alpha-induced cross section measurements were carried out on two neutron-rich

stable isotopes — 96Zr and 100Mo — at Atomki using the activation method. The

experimental data as well as the comparison with cross section predictions calculated

with OMPs used in the weak r-process network will be presented.

[1] Y. -Z. Qian and G. J. Wasserburg, Phys. Rep. 442, 237 (2007).

[2] A. Arcones and F. Montes, Astrophys. J. 731, 5 (2011).

[3] J. Bliss et al., J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 44, 054003 (2017).

[4] F. Pereira and F. Montes, , Phys. Rev. C 93, 034611 (2016).
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The abundances of the heavy elements beyond iron that we observe today in the

solar system are mainly the result of the two nucleosynthesis processes: the slow

neutron capture (s-) process and the rapid neutron capture (r-) process. Low-mass

Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) (2 < M/M⊙ < 3) and massive (M/M⊙ > 10) stars

have been identified as the sites of the s-process. We provide a new set of low-mass

AGB models with initial masses M/M⊙ = 2,3 and Z = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03. Internal

gravity wave mixing is the physics mechanism responsible for the formation of a

13C-pocket on average three times larger than our previous data set. Consequently

the s-process production is significantly enhanced. Abundances are compared to

other stellar datasets available in the literature and to a wide range of observations,

including carbon-stars, barium stars, post-AGB stars, and pre-solar grains. The full

nucleosynthesis was calculated in post-processing using the NuGrid mppnp code.
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From low metallicity stars and the presence of radioactive isotopes in deep-sea

sediments we know that the main r-process, producing the heaviest elements, is a

rare event. The question remains whether neutron star mergers, via GW170817 the

only proven r-process site, are the only contributors. Early galactic evolution as well

as variations in nucleosynthesis signatures, e.g. actinide boost stars, might indicate

the need for other sites. We discuss and present the possible options.
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Half of the elements heavier than iron are produced during the asymptotic giant

branch (AGB) phase of low-mass stars through a series of slow neutron captures and

β-decays. During this phenomenon, called s-process, Free neutrons are relased by

the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, which works at about 100 MK in radiative conditions.

Currently, a major source of uncertainty in AGB models is the partial-mixing process

of hydrogen, required for the formation of the so-called 13C pocket. Among the

attempts to derive a self-consistent treatment of this physical process, there are

2D and 3D simulations of magnetic buoyancy [1]. The strong magnetic fields (104-

106 G) requested by this formulation have been shown by the KEPLER mission to

be typical of low mass stars [2]. The13C pocket resulting from mixing induced by

magnetic buoyancy extends over a region larger than those so far assumed, showing

an almost flat 13C distribution and a negligible amount of 14N. Recently, it has been

proved to be a good candidate to match the records of isotopic abundance ratios of

s-elements in presolar SiC grains [3, 4]. However, up to date such a magnetic mixing

has been applied in post-process calculations only [5], being never implemented in an

stellar evolutionary code. Here we present new stellar models, performed with the

1-d hydrostatic FUNS evolutionary code [6], which include magnetic buoyancy. We

comment the resulting s-process distributions and show preliminary comparisons to

spectroscopic observations and pre-solar grains measurements.

[1] Nucci, M. C. and Busso, M., Astrophys. J. 787, 141 (2014).

[2] Fuller, J., Cantiello, M., Stello, D. et al., Science 350, 423-426 (2015).

[3] Palmerini, S., Trippella, O., Busso, M., Vescovi, D., et al., GCA 221, 21-36 (2018).
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The pattern of the solar abundances of nuclides features a conspicuous minimum

in the region of the light elements Li, Be, and B. The main origin of these scarce

elements are thought to be spallations of C, N and O in the interstellar and circum-

stellar matter by cosmic gamma rays. It is referred to as interstellar nucleosynthesis.

However, it is essential for the understanding of how the big bang nucleosynthesis

and nuclear reactions in stars contributed to the observed abundances, to determine

the involved capture reaction cross sections in this mass area. One of those, which

has not been measured so far, is the 10Be(n,γ) cross section.

The 10BeO sample with 6.6 1019 10Be atoms has been produced at PSI. The sample

was irradiated in a cyclic activation at the TRIGA reactor in Mainz. The charac-

teristic γ-rays following the decay of 11Be were measured using LaBr3 scintillation

detectors. The measurements were performed with and without cadmium wrapping

to disentangle the thermal and epithermal components of the neutron flux.

An experiment to determine this cross section in the keV-regime is planned for

this year at the Van de Graaff accelerator at the Goethe University Frankfurt. The

7Li(p,n) reaction at 1912 keV provides a neutron spectrum corresponding to a stellar

environment with kT = 25 keV.
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For a deeper understanding what drives nucleosynthesis in extreme astrophysical

scenarios like X-Ray bursts, a variety of reaction rates of proton and alpha capture

reactions with unstable isotopes have to be known. To a large extend they rely only

on theoretical models with large uncertainties. Radioactive ion beam accelerators

like at the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State University

(MSU) provide great opportunities to study these reactions experimentally. The

Jet Experiments in Nuclear Structure and Astrophysics (JENSA) gas target system

was constructed to take advantage of these low intensity beams at the National Su-

perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at MSU for direct measurements of

capture and transfer reactions.

Sensitivity studies of Type I X-Ray burst models show that the reaction

59Cu(p,α)56Ni competes with the rp-process and has one of the greatest impacts

on the burst light curve. The cross section of the reaction can be constraint by the

time-inverse reaction 56Ni(α,p)59Cu, because it is predicted that only the ground

state is populated at astrophysical energies. The contribution presents preliminary

results of the recent alpha capture experiment on 56Ni with JENSA that can con-

strain the uncertainty of nuclear physics input of X-Ray burst models. As an outlook

the JENSA hydrogen operation upgrade for day-one experiments once FRIB is run-

ning will be discussed.

I acknowledge support from NSF grants PHY-1430152 (JINA Center for the

Evolution of the Elements) and PHY-1565546 (NSCL).
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Neutron star mergers are r-process nucleosynthesis sites, which eject materials at

high velocity ranging from 0.1c to 0.3c for different regions. Thus the r-process nuclei

ejected from a neutron star merger event are sufficiently energetic to have spallation

nuclear reactions with the interstellar medium particles. The spallation reactions

tend to shift the r-process abundance patterns towards the solar data, and smooth

the abundance shapes. The spallation effects depend on both the initial r-process

nuclei conditions, which is determined by the astrophysical trajectories and nuclear

data adopted for the r-process nucleosynthesis, and the propagation with various

ejecta velocities and spallation cross-sections.
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Neutron sources for the i-process
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The neutron source for the i-process is by definition the 13C(α,n) reaction. Yet,

that should not exclude other alpha induced nuclear reactions that could contribute

to the neutron flux in dynamic helium rich environments. A number of recent ex-

perimental studies and considerations will be presented discussing the 13C(α,n) and

the possible contributions of other (α,n) reactions on light nuclei.
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Core-collapse supernovae (CCSN) are one of the most energetic events in the

universe. They provide conditions extreme enough to produce elements up to silver,

and maybe heavier. Numerical simulations of these events are essential to understand

the conditions that are relevant for nucleosynthesis, where especially the late-time

evolution of the explosion (up to several seconds after bounce) plays an important

role.

We perform a systematic study of the impact of neutrinos and rotation on the

long-time CCSN evolution, following the shock expansion up to five seconds after

bounce. Our results indicate that rotation impacts mass accretion rates and reduces

neutrino luminosities, as suggested in previous studies. This has an important

impact on the ejected matter and its nucleosynthesis. Moreover, our broad study

based on over 20 two-dimensional simulations, provides unique new information of

supernova nucleosynthesis and uncertainties.

Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through SFB 1245 (Projektnum-

mer 279384907) and the European Research Council Grant No. 677912 EUROPIUM.
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The Neutron star physics has been going through some remarkable progress in

the recent years, with much more yet to come through the novel observations and

data on these natural ’laboratories’ of cold dense matter. To describe them, we

are introducing the quark-meson coupling (QMC) model [1] where nuclear medium

effects are treated through modification of the internal structure of the nucleon.

Within this novel approach the QMC EDF depends on a single set of only four

adjustable parameters, which have clear physical basis, and give results of similar

quality as the (non)relativistic MF models or EDF approaches. The model was

already successfully applied to the ground state calculations of finite nuclei [2] and

to predict the cold non-rotating neutron stars properties [3].

The latest advances of QMC model will be presented when applied to the NS

physics, starting from the nuclei sequence calculation for NS outer crust, elaborating

on the challenges to describe the inner crust and going up to the high densities in the

cores of todays heaviest known neutron stars, exploring the insights for the QMC

model coming from GW measurements [4].

[1] P.A.M. Guichon, J.R. Stone, A.W. Thomas, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 100, 262-297 (2018).

[2] J.R. Stone, P.A.M. Guichon, P.G. Reinhard, A.W. Thomas, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, no. 9 (2016).

[3] J.R. Stone, P.A.M. Guichon, H.H. Matevosyan, A.W. Thomas, Nucl. Phys. A 792, 341 (2007).

[4] T. Motta, A.M. Kalaitzis, S. Antić, P.A.M Guichon, J.R. Stone, A.W. Thomas,

arXiv:1904.03794 (2019).
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We have measured the 80Se(n,γ) cross section with high accuracy and high reso-

lution at CERN n TOF over the full energy range of astrophysical interest. These

data are needed for a consistent interpretation of the temperature-sensitive s-process

branching at 79Se. The latter represents a key branching point in the nucleosynthe-

sis of heavy elements during core He-burning and shell C-burning in massive stars.

In particular, the 80Se cross section affects the stellar yield of the ”cold” s-only

branching product in this region, namely 82Kr. There exists only one previous TOF

measurement on 80Se, which however suffers of low resolution and insufficient com-

pleteness. New preliminary cross-section results will be presented together with a

discussion of their possible astrophysical impact.
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The neutron activation method has been proven to be a well-suited tool for the

investigation of neutron capture cross sections relevant for the main s-process com-

ponent. Neutrons can be produced via 7Li(p,n) reaction facilitating Van de Graaf

accelerators and metallic lithium targets. This can produce a Maxwellian spec-

trum of neutrons corresponding to a temperature of kBT = 25 keV, mimicking the

s-process scenario in low-mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. The weak s-

process however takes place in massive stars at temperatures between 25 and 90 keV.

Until now the recreation of quasi-stellar neutron spectra with higher energies via the

7Li(p,n) reaction were unsuccessful. Simulations using the PINO[1] code however

suggested that a Maxwellian spectrum corresponding to kBT = 90 keV can be re-

sembled by a linear combination of various different neutron spectra. The resulting

spectrum averaged cross sections can then be combined to a 90 keV Maxwellian Av-

eraged Cross Section (MACS). In order to validate the PINO code at these higher

energies, measurements were carried out at the PTB Ion Accelerator Facility (PIAF)

in Braunschweig. The neutron fields could be measured using a pulsed proton beam

and three 6Li-glass scintillation detectors which were mounted at different angles.

The neutron energy was determined by time-of-flight (TOF).

[1] R. Reifarth et. al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 608, 139 (2009).
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There was considered the Universe filled with cold dark matter in the form of

discrete inhomogeneities (e.g., galaxies) and dark energy in the form of arbitrary

continuous perfect fluids. The background space-time geometry is defined by the

Friedmann metric. It was developed the first-order scalar and vector cosmological

perturbation theory in the weak gravitational field. Such approach works at all cos-

mological scales and incorporates linear and nonlinear effects with respect to energy

density fluctuations. The gravitational potentials produced by matter fluctuations

are characterized by a finite time-dependent Yukawa interaction range being the same

for each individual contribution and which is of the order of 3700 Mpc at the present

time. Therefore, the gravitational potential of the n-th fluctuation is exponentially

suppressed at such scales. This suppression is called the cosmological screening. At

smaller scales the Newtonian expression for the gravitational potential was repro-

duced.. The gravitational potential screening at large scales was implemented in an

N-body code by adding the cosmological screening for taking into account Yukawa

suppression on a large scale by the dynamic evolution of density perturbations.
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The study of the long-dead early generations of massive stars is crucial in order to

obtain a complete picture of the chemical evolution of the Universe. The nature of

these stars can be inferred indirectly by investigating the origin of low-mass metal-

poor stars observed in our neighborhood, some of which are almost as old as the

Universe. The material forming these low-mass metal-poor stars is generally thought

to have been inherited from the ejecta of one or very few previous massive stars. I

will show how the physics - especially rotation and nucleosynthetic processes - of the

early generations of massive stars may be constrained by combining stellar evolution

models including s-process and rotation with observations of metal-poor stars. A

new abundance fitting analysis of about 200 extremely metal-poor stars will be

discussed. From this study can be derived the characteristics of the best massive

star progenitors, in particular their velocity distribution.
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The study of low energy radiative capture reactions is of prime interest for many

nuclear astrophysics scenarios. St. George, a recoil separator dedicated to the study

of (α, γ) reactions, has been built and commissioned. We will discuss the recent

measurement of well-known resonances in the 14N(α, γ)18F reaction. This study

finalizes the commissioning phase of St. George. The results obtained and future

measurements will be presented.
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Barium stars belong to a binary system where the companion star has evolved

through the AGB phase and transferred elements heavier than Fe produced by the

slow neutron-capture process onto the secondary star, which is now observed. A new

large set of homogeneous high resolution spectra of Ba stars makes it now possible to

meaningfully compare the observational data with different AGB models and with

other observations (e.g., post-AGB stars or stardust grains). The Ba star data shows

an incontestable increase of the hs-type/ls-type element ratio (for example, [Ce/Y])

with decreasing the metallicity. The trend in the Ba star observations is predicted

by non-rotating AGB models where 13C is the main neutron source. Observations

of the cores of red giant stars and of white dwarfs (the ancestors and the progeny

of AGB stars, respectively) inferred via asteroseismology from Kepler observations

show low core rotational velocities, which is in agreement with the results from the

Ba star data and may derive from coupling between the core and the envelope.
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In nuclear reactions induced by low-energy charged particles, atomic electrons can

participate in the process by screening the nuclear charge and so, effectively reduce

the repulsive Coulomb barrier. Consequently, the measured cross section is enhanced

by an effect called electron screening. In numerous experiments, different research

groups obtained extremely high values of electron screening, that are in several cases

(depending on target-nuclei environment) more than an order of magnitude above

the prediction based on available theoretical model in adiabatic limit.

Trying to understand this process, the effect of electron screening has been inves-

tigated by our group for already several years. We measured the highest value of

electron screening in a graphite target. The measured value is about a factor of 50

above the adiabatic limit prediction and much higher than any potential measured

so far. Further, our results pointed out that the Z dependence of the screening

is even higher than Z2 instead of expected linear dependence. This rules out the

theory based on static electron densities. In order to explain our data, we pro-

posed a new model assuming that an electron is caught in the attractive potential of

the two approaching nuclei, similar to the potential of the hydrogen molecular ion.

Most recently, we observed a new type of nuclear reaction supporting our model of

electron screening process. Namely, we studied the proton induced nuclear fusion

reaction on deuterium implanted in a graphite target, which normally produces a

3He nucleus and a γ-ray, but sometimes an electron can be emitted instead of a

γ-ray. Up to now we observed such electrons only in a graphite target, but in order

to confirm our findings under different experimental conditions, we plan to study

this process with deuterium implanted in a titanium target. However, in order to

keep the experiment under known conditions, we first have to understand electron

screening in titanium. For this purpose we measured the 11B(d,p)12B, 16O(d,p)17O

and 19F(d,p)20F reactions in inverse kinematics. Our latest results will be presented.
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In this presentation, we are concerned with a generalized Lane Emden problem of

factional order type. We begin by proving some existence results. Then, based on

some new fractional concepts, we study the stability of solutions for the problem.

Some applications are discussed.
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Multiple spectroscopic lines of different elements observed in winds from X-ray

binaries (XRBs), based on one zone model, indicate super-solar abundance of ele-

ments, e.g. Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Cr, Mn, Co. The one zone model considers simi-

lar hydrodynamics of underlying winds. In order to find a possible origin of these

overabundances, we explore nucleosynthesis in advective, geometrically thick, sub-

Keplerian, accretion disc in XRBs and active galactic nuclei (AGNs), and further in

outflows launched from the disc. Based on flow hydrodynamics and solving nuclear

network code therein by semi-implicit Euler method, we obtain abundance evolution

of the elements. Although the density is very low, due to very high temperature of

advective disc than Keplerian Shakura-Sunyaev disc (SSD), it is quite evident that

significant nucleosynthesis occurs in the former. As the temperature at the base of

the outflow is constrained by the temperature of disc, nucleosynthesis also occurs in

the outflow contingent upon its launching temperature. Till now, the outer region of

XRB and AGN discs is understood to be colder SSD and inner region to be advective

disc, together forming a disc-wind system. Hence, newly evolved abundances after

processing through outflow can change the abundances of different elements present

in the environment of the whole disc-wind system. We find 2-6 times overabundant

Mg, Si, Ar, Cr with respect to the respective solar abundances, which is consistent

observationally. Thus for most XRBs, when only iron lines are present, inclusion of

these evolved abundances is expected to change the observational analysis drastically.

[1] S.R. Datta & B. Mukhopadhyay, MNRAS 486, 1641-1651 (2019).
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Heavy neutron-rich nuclei play a key role in the formation of the third abundance

peak in the astrophysical rapid neutron capture process. Producing very neutron-

rich isotopes that are heavier than fission fragments is a big experimental challenge,

because the conventional methods (fragmentation, spallation and fusion) preferably

produce neutron-deficient nuclei. Multi-nucleon transfer reactions (MNT), with en-

ergies above the Coulomb barrier, between medium-heavy to heavy beams and heavy

targets have been suggested and investigated as a possible alternative method. The

nuclides produced in MNT reactions can be thermalized in gas-filled stopping cells

and delivered as cooled high quality beams to decay, laser and mass spectrometry

experiments. In this way their ground and isomeric state properties can be stud-

ied in high precision measurements. The method has been pioneered at the KISS

experiment at RIKEN, Japan. In experiments at IGISOL, Finland and the FRS

Ion Catcher, Germany, we will perform broadband measurements of the reaction

products, with the aim to improve the understanding of the reaction mechanism

and determining the properties of the ground and isomeric states of the produced

nuclides. First results and plans for approved experiments will be presented.
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The Stellar 72Ge(n, γ) Cross Section for weak s-process: A First

Measurement at n TOF
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The slow neutron capture process (s-process) is responsible for producing about

half of the elemental abundances heavier than iron in the universe. Neutron capture

cross sections on stable isotopes are a key nuclear physics input for s-process studies.

The 72Ge(n, γ) Maxwellian Averaged Cross Section (MACS) has an important influ-

ence on production of isotopes between Ge and Zr in the weak s-process in massive

stars [1] and so far only theoretical estimations are available [2].

An experiment was carried out at the neutron time-of-flight facility n TOF [3] at

CERN to measure the 72Ge(n, γ) reaction for the first time at stellar neutron ener-

gies. At n TOF, the neutron beam has a large energy range (few meV to several

GeV). The capture measurement was performed using an enriched 72GeO2 sample

at a flight path length of 184 m, which provided high neutron energy resolution. The

prompt gamma rays produced after neutron capture were detected with a set of

liquid scintillation detectors (C6D6). The neutron capture yield is derived from the

counting spectra taking into account the neutron flux and the gamma-ray detection

efficiency using the Pulse Height Weighting Technique [4].

Over 70 new neutron resonances were identified, providing an improved resolved re-

action cross section to calculate MACSs. I will present the experiment, data analysis

and first results for MACSs, including their impact on stellar nucleosynthesis.

[1] M. Pignatari et al., The Astroph. J. 33, 1557-1577 (2010).

[2] I. Dillmann et al., Nuclear Data Sheets 120, 171-174 (2014); (http://www.kadonis.org).

[3] C. Guerrero et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 49, 27 (2013).

[4] U. Abbondanno et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 521, 454-467 (2004).
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Position-sensitive resonant Schottky cavity

D.Dmytriiev,1, 2 M.S.Sanjari,1 and Yu. A. Litvinov1, 2
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2Universitt Heidelberg, Germany

Studying the rapid neutron capture process (r-process) in stellar environments,

that leads to the creation of elements heavier than 56-Fe, remains one of the funda-

mental questions of modern physics and therefore an active field of research within

nuclear astrophysics. Apart from other key measurables like neutron capture cross

section and decay lifetimes, nuclear masses are of outmost importance for pinpointing

the r-process using theoretical and experimental approaches. Exotic nuclides which

participate in the r-process due to their low production yield and short half-life can

be efficiently investigated in storage rings. In such facilities non-destructive methods

of particle detection are often used for in-flight measurements based on frequency

analysis. Apart from their applications in the measurements of beam parameters,

they can be used in non-destructive in-ring decay studies of radioactive ion beams.

Due to the low signal level the detectors should be very sensitive and fast because

of short lifetime of the particles. Resonant Schottky cavity pickups fulfill such re-

quirements. In addition, position sensitive Schottky pick-up cavities can enhance

precision in the isochronous mass measurement technique. The goal of this work is

to design such a position sensitive resonant Schottky cavity pickup based on theo-

retical calculations and simulations. Keywords: storage rings, Shottky detector, ion

beam measurement
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The cosmic journey of iridium

Thorsten Döhring1

1TH Aschaffenburg - University of Applied Sciences, Aschaffenburg, Germany

Iridium is an extraordinary material with very special qualities. Therefore this no-

ble metal is the material of choice for many technical applications on Earth. Within

this conference contribution the life cycle of iridium is presented. All iridium atoms

in the universe are initially born via the r-process in extreme cosmic events; thereby

the majority of iridium is produced in the collision of two neutron stars [1]. On

Earth iridium is quite rare, only about 0.4 ppm of Earths crust is made from this

material. However, geologically there is a remarkable iridium anomaly found in the

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary layer, where the amount of iridium increases by a few

orders of magnitude. The common hypothesis to explain this strange anomaly is

the impact of a heavy meteoroid in the Gulf of Mexico about 65 million years ago

[2]. This catastrophic event distributes the higher iridium content of the impactor

allover Earths surface and probably caused the extinction of the dinosaur. Today

about ten tons of iridium per year are used for technical applications worldwide.

Here especially the space applications of iridium are of interest. At Aschaffenburg

University iridium coatings are developed as reflection layers for space based X-ray

telescopes [3]. Via such iridium coated mirrors the X-ray pattern of the merger of

two neutron stars could be observed, where fresh iridium atoms are born. Iridium

has been also used as cover material for the thermonuclear batteries of the Voyager

space probes - which are just leaving our solar system [4]. So the cosmic journey of

iridium is really a fascinating round trip from stars to Earth and into space again.

[1] A. Frebel and T. C. Beers, Physics Today 71(1), 16 (2018).

[2] C. Koeberl and K. G. MacLeod, Catastrophic Events and Mass Extinctions (2002).

[3] T. Döhring et al., Proceedings of SPIE 10235, 1023504 (2017).

[4] W. R. Kanne, Welding Journal 62, 17 (1983).
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Aslı Elmaslı,1 Şeyma Çalışkan,1 and Kübraözge Ünal1

1Ankara University, Turkey

We determined the preliminary atmospheric parameters of the two A-type stars

HD 154713 and HD 137928. These stars high resolution echelle spectra, covering a

wavelength range of 3500-7900 Å, were obtained from the Coude echelle spectrograph

attached to the 1.5m telescope at the TÜBITAK National Observatory on the 24th of

April 2018. We calculated the effective temperature and surface gravity of both stars

by making use of photometric calibrations applied to Strömgren colors. The model

atmospheres were generated by using the ATLAS9 code in Local Thermodynamic

Equilibrium. The synthetic spectra produced from SYNTHE were used to fit on

the observed H beta profiles to compare its compatibility. The iron lines equivalent

widths were measured from each observed stellar spectra to derive their metallicities

and microturbulences.
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Study of the 2H(p,γ)3He cross section at Ep =400 keV - 800 keV

Sebastian Hammer,1, 2 Eliana Masha,3 S. Akhmadaliev,2 D. Bemmerer,2 F. Cavanna,4 P.

Corvisiero,4 R. Depalo,5 F. Ferraro,4 M. Grieger,2 A. Guglielmetti,3 C. Gustavino,6 T.

Hensel,2 J. Julin,2 M. Koppitz,1, 2 F. Ludwig,2 L. Marcucci,7 V. Mossa,8 F. Munnik,2

R. Schwengner,2 K. Stöckel,2 T. Szücs,2 S. Turkat,1 L. Wagner,2 and K. Zuber1

1Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

2Helmholtz - Zentrum Dresden -Rossendorf, Germany

3INFN Sezione di Milano and Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy

4INFN Sezione di Genova and Università degli Studi di Genova, Italy

5INFN Sezione di Padova and Università degli Studi di Padova, Italy

6INFN Sezione di Roma, Italy

7INFN Sezione di Pisa and Università degli Studi di Pisa, Italy

8INFN Sezione di Bari and Università degli Studi di Bari, Italy

The production of deuterium marks a crucial step for the nucleosynthesis of light

elements during the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The precision on the deu-

terium abundance is currently limited by the uncertainty of its destruction via the

2H(p,γ)3He - reaction . Furthermore, in the considered energy range there is only

one experimental data set available , which was conducted in 1962.

The present work reports on a recently performed experimental study on the

2H(p,γ)3He cross section at energies of Ep = 400 - 800 keV. This range snuggles into

the energy window which is most important for the BBN. For this purpose, a proton

beam was provided by the 3 MV Tandetron accelerator at the Helmholtz - Zentrum

Dresden - Rossendorf in January 2018, where a solid target experiment with deuter-

ated titanium samples was performed. The emitted γ - rays were detected by two

high - purity germanium detectors. The amount of target atoms was determined in

situ by the Nuclear Reaction Analysis using the 2H(3He,p)4He - reaction and the

Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis.
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Partial cross sections of 181Ta(n,γ) using BEGe detectors

Tanja Heftrich,1 Benjamin Brückner,1 Asmaa El Mard,1 Kathrin

Göbel,1 Deniz Kurtulgil,1 Timotheus Kisselbach,1 Christoph Langer,1

René Reifarth,1 Silas Sheriff,1 Meiko Volknandt,1 and Mario Weigand1

1Goethe Universität Frankfurt, Frankfurt

Heavy nuclei are mainly synthesised by a sequence of neutron captures and beta

decays - the s-process. The corresponding neutron energies in the different astro-

physical sites range from 1 keV to 1 MeV. By using the activation technique, neutron

capture reactions of small samples can be studied. A sample is irradiated by quasi

stellar neutrons in order to produce radioactive isotopes. The decay of the radioac-

tive nuclei can be detected by their characteristic gamma rays. For this purpose,

sensitive experimental equipment is needed.

A 4π-setup consising of two Broad Energy Germanium Detectors (BEGe) was

recently built at the Goethe Universitty Frankfurt. It will used to detect gamma rays

emitted by the radioactive sample with high efficiency over a broad energy range.

The observation of the time-dependence of the freshly produced activity allows the

additional disentanglement of the partial cross sections populating isomeric states

or the ground state. The partial cross sections have so far nor been resolved in the

keV-regime for this isotope. A corresponding activation measurement of the neutron

capture on 181Ta(n,γ) was performed.
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Investigation of the Coulomb dissociation of 15C at SAMURAI

D. Hegedus,1 Y. Kondo,2 T. Nakamura,2 A. Horvath,1 R. Tanaka,2 T. Aumann,3 F.

Delaunay,4 N. Fukuda,2 J. Gibelin,4 J. Hwang,5 N. Inabe,2 T. Isobe,2 S. Kim,5 N.

Kobayashi,2 T. Kobayashi,6 T. Kubo,2 K. Kusaka,2 F. M. Marques,4 Y. Matsuda,7 R.

Minakata,7 T. Motobayashi,2 T. Murakami,7 S. Nishi,2 S. Ogoshi,2 J. Onishi,2 N. A. Orr,4

H. Otsu,2 T. Sako,2 H. Sato,2 Y. Sato,5 K. Sekiguchi,6 Y. Shimizu,2 H. Suzuki,2 K.

Takahashi,6 H. Takeda,2 S. Takeuchi,2 T. Teranishi,8 Y. Togano,9 and K. Yoneda2

1Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest

2Tokyo Institute of Technology, RIKEN Nishina Center
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4LPC-ENSICAEN

5Seoul National University

6Tohoku University

7Kyoto University

8Kyushu University
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We investigated the 15C(gamma,n)14C breakup reaction at 240 MeV/nucleon

bombarding energy at RIKEN using the SAMURAI spectrometer and detection

setup. Our aim is to examine the kinetic properties of the Coulomb dissociation

of the 15C. In the analysis we are using several method to make conclusion for

the inverse reaction of the electromagnetic part of the breakup that is the neutron

capture of the 14C which has astrophysical importance. Our particular interest

is to gain insight into the details of the breakup reaction with the measurement

of the impact parameter dependence of the process. It is available since the very

good angular resolution of the beam tracking drift chambers used in the setup.

We present the experimental results of the excitation energy spectrum for different

impact parameter intervals between 12 fm, 18 fm, 28 fm and 80 fm.
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6Center for Theoretical Astrophysics, Los Alamos
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The astrophysical production site of the heaviest elements in the universe remains a

mystery. Incorporating heavy element signatures of metal-poor, r -process enhanced

stars into theoretical studies of r -process production can offer crucial constraints on

the origin of heavy elements. We apply the “Actinide-Dilution with Matching” model

to a variety of stellar groups ranging from actinide-deficient to actinide-enhanced to

empirically characterize r -process ejecta mass as a function of electron fraction (Ye).

We find that actinide-boost stars do not indicate the need for a unique and separate

r -process progenitor. Rather, small variations of neutron richness within the same

type of r -process event can account for all observed levels of actinide enhancements.

The very low-Ye, fission-cycling ejecta of an r -process event need only constitute 10–

30% of the total ejecta mass to accommodate most actinide abundances of metal-

poor stars. We find that our empirical Ye distributions of ejecta are similar to

those inferred from studies of GW170817 mass ejecta ratios, which is consistent with

neutron-star mergers being a source of the heavy elements in metal-poor, r -process

enhanced stars.
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The first experimental determination of the second-forbidden

transition between the ground states of 20F and 20Ne
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The final evolution of 8 - 10 M⊙ stars depends sensitively on the electron capture

rates in the ONe core. In particular, electron captures on 20Ne, dominated by the

second-forbidden, non-unique transition to the ground state of 20F, have been shown

to play a key role [1, 2]. The strength of the transition can be determined from the

branching ratio of its inverse transition, the ground state to ground state β-decay of

20F. We have determined this rare second-forbidden, non-unique transition for the

first time at the IGISOL-4 facility in the JYFL Accelerator Laboratory.

20F was produced via 19F(d, p)20F reactions using a 6 MeV deuteron beam on a

BaF2 target. The produced 20F+ ions were implanted on a thin carbon foil at the ex-

perimental setup which consisted of a refurbished Siegbahn-Slätis type intermediate-

image magnetic spectrometer, and a plastic scintillator for detecting the β particles

for the branching ratio determination. The detector was divided into three parts:

two inner detectors in a ∆E-E configuration surrounded by an outer detector for

vetoing cosmic rays. The plastic scintillator was protected by a positron shield, and

a LaBr3 detector was used for measuring the 1.6 MeV γ-rays from the 20F β-decay to

the first excited state in 20Ne. The deduced branching ratio of the second-forbidden

transition was 0.99(25) · 10−5 leading to log ft = 10.51(11). This is the strongest

measured second-forbidden, non-unique transition so far. The impact on related

stellar evolution models will be presented in another contribution in this conference.

[1] G. Martinez-Pinedo et al., Phys. Rev. C 89, 045806 (2014).

[2] J. Schwab et al., MNRAS 453, 1910-1927 (2015).
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Neutrino-driven winds emerging after a successful core-collapse supernovae can

produce the lighter heavy elements between Fe and Ag depending on the properties

of the ejecta. However, despite the fast progress in supernovae simulations in the last

decades, there are still large uncertainties in the astrophysical conditions. We rely

on a steady-state neutrino-driven wind model to systematically study the influence

of astrophysical uncertainties on the nucleosynthesis evolution in neutrino-driven

ejecta. Furthermore, uncertainties in the nuclear physic input to the nucleosynthesis

calculation have an impact the abundance patterns. In order to identify key reac-

tions, we perform sensitivity studies based on a Monte Carlo approach for a variety

of astrophysical conditions in neutron- and proton-rich ejecta.

Supported by the European Research Council Grant No. 677912 EUROPIUM

and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through SFB 1245 (Projektnummer

279384907).
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According to present day understanding, Big Bang resulted in the formation

of universe at immensely high temperature. As the universe cooled down, pri-

mordial nucleosynthesis resulted in the formation of mainly Hydrogen(1H)(∼76%),

Helium(4He)(∼24%) with small fraction of 2H , 3He, 6Li and 7Li [1]. All other heav-

ier elements were formed by stars of different masses and ages at various evolutionary

stages of their life inside the galaxies. From observational data and theoretical mod-

elling, we know that at the time of the formation of the Solar system the metallicity

of ISM gas was around ∼ 0.0143 [2]. We have performed the galactic chemical evolu-

tion (GCE) simulations for Milky way galaxy using Monte Carlo technique to predict

various galactic observables such as Star Formatio Rate (SFR), Supernova rates (SN

Ia, SN Ib/c & II ), total surface mass density of gas and stars, temporal evolution

of Z and [Fe/H] and abundance gradients of elements C, N, O, Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, Fe

and Zn [3]. These models have been developed for two and three infall accretion

episodes for the gradual accretion of gas onto the galaxy to form Halo, Thick disc

and Thin disc. The effect of radial gas inflows and mixing on abundance gradients

is also explored in these models.

The abundance trends for short lived radio nuclides (SLRs) (τ<10 Myr) 26Al, 36Cl,
41Ca, 53Mn and 60Fe are also deduced for the galaxy [4]. In the simulations, various

formation scenario for solar system are explained by forming stellar clusters in the

Solar neighbourhood around ∼ 9 Gyr. We have obtained the canonical abundance

values of SLRs in the early solar system which mainly came from the massive stars

in the clusters. These values are compared with the observational values obtained

from the meteoritic samples [6] and gamma ray flux [5].

[1] Pagel, B. E. J., Nucleosynthesis and Chemical Evolution of Galaxies, Cambridge, UK: Cam-

bridge University Press. 392 (1997).

[2] Asplund, M., Grevesse, N, Sauval, A. J. and Scott, P., ARA&A 47, 481 (2009).

[3] Sahijpal, S. and Kaur, T. , MNRAS 481, 5350 (2018).

[4] Kaur, T. and Sahijpal, S., Lunar and Planetary Science Conference 50, 1932 (2019).

[5] Diehl, R. et al., Nature 439, 45 (2006).

[6] Huss, G. R., Meyer, B. S., Srinivasan, G., Goswami, J. N. and Sahijpal, S., GCA 73, 4922

(2009).
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Several BBN Constraints on Beyond Standard Model Physics
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We present several Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints on nonequilibrium pro-

cesses in the Early Universe, representing Beyond Standard Model Physics, including

neutrino oscillations, processes with considerable lepton asymmetry, with sterile neu-

trinos, additional interactions, etc.
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The quantum tunneling probability, fusion cross section, astrophysical S-factor,

nuclear phase shifts and thermonuclear reaction rate for T(d, n)4He reaction have

analyzed by PT-supersymmetric quantum mechanics. An unbroken PT-symmetry

complex square well is derived by unbroken supersymmetric quantum mechanics. In

a while, scattering and absorption of particles are described by real and imaginary

parts of the potential, respectively, the PT-symmetry guarantees that the nuclear

well has real energy spectrum.
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The atomic masses of exotic nuclei provide key information for the understanding

of nuclear structure and astrophysics. Exotic nuclei can be produced with very high

rates at the ISOL facility ISAC at TRIUMF (Vancouver, Canada). TRIUMF’s Ion

Trap for Atomic and Nuclear Science (TITAN) is a multiple ion-trap system for high-

precision mass measurements and in-trap decay spectroscopy. A multiple-reflection

time-of-flight mass spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) has been installed and integrated

into the TITAN experiment. It is based on an established concept tested at the FRS

Ion Catcher at GSI. It is well suited to perform high precision mass measurements,

particularly for short-lived isotopes produced at low rate. Furthermore, the ion of in-

terest can be separated from isobaric contaminations with mass-selective re-trapping

prior to the mass measurement itself, thus improving the background handling ca-

pabilities of the MR-TOF-MS. Such improved capabilities of TITAN have been used

to measure the masses of neutron-rich indium isotopes. The new mass values will

reduce the nuclear uncertainties associated with the production of A≈130 isotopes

in the r-process.
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The origin of most elements heavier than iron in stellar nucleosynthesis can be

explained by slow and rapid neutron capture reactions. In order to reproduce the

observed isotopic abundances in nucleosynthesis simulations, an exact knowledge of

the involved reaction rates at astrophysical energies is necessary. The stable isotopes

69Ga and 71Ga play an important role in the weak s-process, but experimental data

for the corresponding neutron capture reactions are scarce.

We measured the neutron capture cross-section of isotopically enriched 69Ga and

71Ga samples at the n TOF experiment’s EAR1 beamline at CERN, Geneva. The

time of flight technique with a flight path of about 200 m enabled us to cover a

neutron energy range from eV to several hundred keV with a very good resolution.
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The reaction 12C(α, γ)16O is of paramount importance for the nucleosynthesis of

heavier elements in stars. It takes place during helium burning and determines the

abundance of 12C and 16O.

Due to the low cross section of the reaction underground experiments are needed

to measure this reaction at astrophysically relevant energies. A setup for a study of

this reaction with a 12C beam on implanted 4He targets has recently been completed

at the new Felsenkeller underground laboratory.

This contribution will report on Monte Carlo simulations of the setup and first

12C beam tests underground.
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New Methods in Theoretical Astrophysics

Igor Makarov1
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We discovered the following: (1) there are only two fundamental particles virtual

electron (electrino) and virtual positron (positrino) their interaction gives birth to

virtual positronium characterized by energy virtual positroniums exchange photons

and acquire states, called complex positroniums or composiums (2) there exists ether,

the primary physical medium, consisting of composiums (3) in ether there takes place

spontaneous generation of mesons and neutrons cosmic rays and microwave back-

ground are proper radiations of ether experimental data on cosmic rays enabled us

to evaluate correlation function of ether and dimensions of some particles mean ra-

dius of real electron proved to be about 0.01 fm (4) in respect to ether excitation,

neutron is linear system with continuously distributed parameters consistent spa-

tially with ether (5) H-atom is linear system with lumped parameters its structural

function is consistnt in time with ether H-atom consists of three quarks described by

real symmetric matrices agents of their processes correspond to so called gluons (6)

essence of nuclear interaction is conservation of energy by alternate transformation

of electric energy to magnetic one and vice versa, atom of deuterium (D-atom) be-

ing its fundamental case (7) excited by photons, atoms and neutrons respond with

neutrinos (8) nuclear structure evolves by shells, D-atom being its basic element

there are seven shells: He-shell (2-shell), octahedral shell (8-shell), icosahedral shell

(18-shell), double-icosahedral shell (36-shell) and three inverse shells of 18, 8 and 2 D-

atoms additional neutrons perform inter-shell interaction electron shells are integral

components of nuclear structure (9) every nuclear shell can be modeled by electric

LCR-network, so that whole atom can be represented by matrix of impedances atom

with atomic number m consists of m D-atoms, is represented by network with m

degrees of freedom and, when excited, emits m-neutrinos (10) stellar medium sim-

ulates conditions of ether, so that atoms produced in it become different models of

ether, achieving their perfection in U-atom its structure being actually realization

and exposition of implicit structure of H-atom.
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Energy in stars is generated by charged particle nuclear reactions occurring below

the coulomb barrier. Our understanding of stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis is

therefore closely linked to our knowledge of nuclear reaction cross sections. However,

directly measuring these reactions at stellar energies in the lab can be impractical or

impossible, in which case novel techniques such as transfer reactions must be used

to constrain the cross sections. The high-resolution Enge Split-pole spectrograph at

the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL) is devoted towards perform-

ing these types of indirect measurements for astrophysics. Over the last few years

the spectrograph was fully rebuilt, upgraded, and tested, and is now under active

use. We will report on the capabilities of the facility and highlight some of the first

experimental results, which have helped us measure key reactions important to un-

derstanding nucleosynthesis in classical novae and abundance anomalies in globular

clusters.
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The major challenge in nuclear astrophysics is to find ways to determine reaction

rates at excitation energies relevant for burning in the stellar environment. These

rates depend upon the spectroscopic properties of states in the produced nucleus.

The most studied reactions are radiative proton-capture, (p,γ) reaction.

We are interested to the study of 26Al(p,γ)27Si. The Jπ assignments of states in

27Si above the proton threshold energy (Sp=7463 keV) over Ex=7,0-8,1 MeV [1] play

a crucial role in the calculation of the reaction rate .

We calculated, using the PSDPF interaction [2], the spectroscopic properties of

levels in 27Si. The 26Al(p,γ) reaction rate and spectroscopic factors were also calcu-

lated. A detailed discussion of the comparison of our results to experimental available

data will be presented.

[1] A. Parikh, et al., Phys. Rev. C 84, 065808 (2011).

[2] M. Bouhelal, et al., Nucl. Phys. A 864, 113 (2011).
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predictions

Conrad Möckel1
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Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) addresses the light isotope production in the

first few minutes of the universe by numerically solving the differential equations

introduced by the reaction network, in the setting of general relativity. Thereby it is

an excellent method of probing our understanding of the physics of the early universe.

With recent observations made by R. Cooke et al. (2016) and the Planck mission

(2018) concerning the primordial deuterium abundance and baryon to photon density

today, respectively, BBN has entered the high precision era. However, some tension

between prediction and measurement is present.

In this poster it is studied whether or not concordance can be achieved by varying

certain input parameters (e.g. Neff, GN, ωb) and thermonuclear reaction rates using

the PRIMAT code by C. Pitrou et al. (2018).
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Deuterium is the first nucleus produced in the Universe, whose accumulation marks

the beginning of the so called Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Its primordial abun-

dance depends on the cross sections of relevant nuclear reactions involved in the

deuterium construction and destruction during the BBN. Presently the main obsta-

cle to an accurate theoretical deuterium abundance evaluation is due to the poor

knowledge of the 2H(p, γ)3He cross section at BBN energies (30 < Ecm[keV ] < 300)

[1].

In this poster a new experimental approach to accurately measure the reaction cross

section is described. The measurement is based on the LUNA accelerator, located at

the underground INFN Gran Sasso laboratory, and a windowless gas target of 2H.

The experiment consists of two main phases characterized by two different setups.

The former is based on a close 4π BGO detector, whose high efficiency (about 60%

in the energy range of interest) provides measurements down to very low energies

[2]. The latter, instead, covers the medium-high energies (70 < Ecm[keV ] < 260)

using a High Purity Germanium detector (HPGe), whose high resolution allows the

differential cross section of the reaction to be evaluated by using the peak shape

analysis.

In this poster the characterization of the first phase (the BGO phase) set-up, the

background conditions, the potential sources of uncertainty and the preliminary re-

sults will be discussed.

[1] E. Di Valentino et al., Phys. Leyy. D 90, 023543 (2014).

[2] V. Mossa, Study of the 2H(p, γ)3He reaction in the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis energy range

Universitá degli Studi di Bari, PhD Thesis, (2018).
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The large time of life of 146Sm suggests the possibility to use this p-nuclide as

astrophysical chronometer to study the geochemical galactic evolution. Due to the

high temperature and large densities of gamma quanta, neutrons and protons in

stellar environment 146Sm nucleus can be obtained in (γ,n), (n,2n), (p,2n) processes

on 147Sm. The knowledge of corresponding cross sections of gamma rays, neutrons

and protons induced processes is of a great importance for the explanation of

(146Sm/144Sm) ratio uncertainties observed on the Earth, meteorites, Moon and

other celestial bodies.

Cross sections of (γ,n), (n,2n), (p,2n) processes induced by fast gamma rays,

neutrons and protons on 147Sm from threshold up to 25 MeV were evaluated

and predicted in the frame of Hauser-Feshbach statistical model by using Talys

software and own computer programs. For each nuclear reaction contribution of

direct, compound and pre-equilibrium mechanisms were determined. For (γ,xn)

reaction, transition multiplicity function is used in the analysis of theory and

measurements results. Theoretical evaluations are compared with existing exper-

imental data for other nuclear processes as well. Parameters of optical potential

in the incident and emergent channels and of nuclear densities were extracted.

Calculated cross sections together with corresponding nuclear data were used in the

evaluation of astrophysical rates and of elemental abundances from nuclear networks.
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The cosmic origin of fluorine is highly uncertain. Its production and destruction

is strictly connected to the physical conditions in stars, and because of this, the

fluorine abundance will place a severe constraint on stellar evolution models. The

main fluorine destruction channel in the H-rich layer of an Asymptotic Giant Branch

(AGB) star is the 19F(p,α)16O reaction. At present time, theoretical models predict

larger fluorine abundances than observed in AGB stars. This discrepancy requires

a revision of the nuclear reaction rates involved in the production and destruction

of fluorine. In 2015, new measurements of the 19F(p,α)16O reaction at deep sub-

Coulomb energies were performed by Lombardo et. al. Unfortunately, those data

are larger by a factor of 1.4 with respect the previous data reported in the NACRE

compilation in the energy region 0.6-0.8 MeV. Using the Large High Resolution Array

of Silicons for Astrophysics (LHASA), we performed a new direct measurement of

the 19F(p,α)16O. The goal of this experiment is to reduce the uncertainties in the

nuclear reaction rate of the 19F(p,α)16O reaction. Experimental details, calibration

procedure, angular distributions and some preliminary results will be presented.
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96Ru is one of about 35 neutron deficient nuclides, that can not be produces in

neutron capture processes like the s(low)- or the r(apid)-process. In two different

experiments the reaction cross section of 96Ru(p,γ)97Rh has been measured with

two different methods. Bork et al. (1998) performed an experiment by means of

the activation method at proton energies between 2-3 MeV. In 2015, Bo Mei et al.

measured the cross section of the same reaction in inverse kinematics at the ion

storage ring ESR at GSI (Helmholtzzentrum fr Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt,

Germany) at proton energies from 9 to 11 MeV. The luminosity was determined with

two different methods, both based on electron capture events which occur in the H2

gas. As part of this work, the 96Ru(p,γ)97Rh cross section has been measured at

3.2MeV to compare with a previous activation experiment as well as between 9 and

11MeV, again in an activation experiment. The experimental setup and preliminary

results of this experiment are presented.
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A key reaction in both Big-Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and p-p-chain hydrogen

burning is the 3He(α,γ)7Be reaction. The aim of the present study is a comprehensive

data set covering the entire BBN range. In a first campaign, γ-ray angular distribu-

tions have been measured at the 3 MV Tandetron accelerator of Helmholtz-Zentrum

Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) with implanted 3He targets. Activated samples of 7Be

(≈ 53 d half-life) have been counted at the shallow-underground laboratory Dresden

Felsenkeller using a new 150% HPGe detector shielded from cosmic rays by ultra-

low background copper and lead, active plastic scintillation veto detectors and 140 m

water equivalent of rock. A second campaign is planned underground at the new

5 MV Pelletron accelerator Dresden Felsenkeller with a currently designed gas tar-

get that can be operated as an extended gas chamber or as a gas jet. Preliminary

results of the angular distribution and activation data from the first campaign will

be presented as well as the latest status of the Felsenkeller gas-target setup.
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The NeNa cycle affects the synthesis of elements with A = 20 − 25 in asymptotic

giant branch stars, classical novae and type Ia supernovae. The 22Ne(p, γ)23Na re-

action is a part of that cycle. Its thermonuclear reaction rate is dominated by many

resonances. Recently, the LUNA collaboration reported new data on a number of

resonances between Ep = 71 − 400 keV [1–3].

At the Rossendorf 3 MV Tandetron, five resonances at 436, 479, 639, 661 and

1279 keV were studied [4].

The present poster reports on the study of six additional resonances at Ep =851,

948, 1502, 1592, 1720 and 1834 keV. The targets were produced at the 200 keV high-

current implanter at Legnaro National Laboratories (Italy). In the experiment, two

high purity germanium detectors were used. For the analysis the by now well known

1279 keV resonance was used as reference.

[1] Ferraro, F. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 172701 (2018).

[2] Cavanna, F. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 252501 (2015).

[3] Bemmerer, D. et al., EPL 122, 52001 (2018).

[4] Depalo, R. et al., Phys. Rev. C 92, 045807 (2015).
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HVE has designed and built a dedicated 3.5 MV single ended DC accelerator to

satisfy the stringent demands of the LUNA-MV project (INFN-LNGS L'Aquila,

Italy) for astrophysics research, with high energy stability, low terminal voltage

ripple and high beam currents for light ions. The system has incorporated a 10

GHz, all permanent magnet ECR ion source in its high voltage terminal.

Factory test results demonstrated ion beam currents of H+ (∼1 mA), 4He+ (∼1

mA), 12C+ (150 µA) and 12C2+ (100 µA) at target in the terminal voltage range of

0.5-3.5 MV. Beam energy stability and ripple are in the order of 10−5 and energy

reproducibility is 10−4. Beam current stability is ≈ 5% over 24 hours without

feedback, but typically < 1% per hour using a feedback system.

Different specifications are required by another project at TUNL, Duke Univer-

sity, Durham USA, where a replacement for the JN1000 Van de Graaff accelerator

system is foreseen. A 2 MV version of the Singletron range providing beam currents

in excess of 2 mA for H and He, and featuring 2 ns pulsing capability is being de-

signed for this project. This system is equipped with a new 5.8 GHz, all permanent

magnet, ECR source and a chopper-buncher in the high voltage terminal, capable of

nanosecond pulsing for H, He and D.

In this contribution, we will discuss the design features of both accelerators, specif-

ically ion optical properties. Results on the performance tests of the LUNA-MV

system will be given.
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We propose a new scaling ansatz in the neutrino Dirac mass matrix to explain the

low energy neutrino oscillations data, baryon number asymmetry and neutrinoless

double beta decay. In this work, a full reconstruction of the neutrino Dirac mass ma-

trix has been realized from the low energy neutrino oscillations data based on type-I

seesaw mechanism. A concrete model based on A4 flavor symmetry has been consid-

ered to generate such a neutrino Dirac mass matrix and imposes a relation between

the two scaling factors. In this model, the right-handed Heavy Majorana neutrino

masses are quasi-degenerate at TeV mass scales. Extensive numerical analysis stud-

ies have been carried out to constrain the parameter space of the model from the

low energy neutrino oscillations data. It has been found that the parameter space of

the Dirac mass matrix elements lies near or below the MeV region and the scaling

factor k1 has to be less than 10. Furthermore, we have examined the possibility for

simultaneous explanation of both neutrino oscillations data and the observed baryon

number asymmetry in the Universe. Such an analysis gives further restrictions on

the parameter space of the model, thereby explaining the correct neutrino data as

well as the baryon number asymmetry via a resonant leptogenesis scenario. Finally,

we show that the allowed space for the effective Majorana neutrino mass mee is also

constrained in order to account for the observed baryon asymmetry.
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The study of pre-compound emission in α-induced reactions, particularly at the

low incident energies, is of considerable interest as the pre-compound emission is

more likely to occur at higher energies. With a view to study the competition

between the compound and the pre-compound emission processes in α-induced

reactions at different energies and with different targets, a systematics for neutron

emission channels in targets 51V, 55Mn, 93Nb, 121,123Sb and 141Pr at energy ranging

from astrophysical interest to well above it, has been developed.

The off-line γ-ray-spectrometry based activation technique has been adopted

to measure the excitation functions. The experimental excitation functions have

been analysed within the framework of the compound nucleus mechanism based

on the Weisskopf-Ewing model and the pre-compound emission calculations based

on the geometry dependent hybrid model. The analysis of the data shows that

experimental excitation functions could be reproduced only when the pre-compound

emission, simulated theoretically, is taken into account.

The strength of pre-compound emission process for each system has been obtained

by deducing the pre-compound fraction. Analysis of data indicates that in α-induced

reactions, the pre-compound emission process plays an important role, particularly

at the low incident energies, where the pure compound nucleus process is likely to

dominate.

[1] M. K. Sharma, Phys. ReV. C 99, 014608 (2019).
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The neutron star equation of state (EoS) plays a crucial role in determining static

and dynamic properties of neutron stars. The latter has recently received significant

attention due to the multi-messenger detection of a neutron star merger [1].

An important component of the EoS is its low-density crust. In this, we expect fi-

nite nuclei, embedded in an electron gas (the outer crust), or in electron and neutron

gases (the inner crust). Determining the proton numbers of the nuclei at different in-

ner crust densities is a longstanding problem in nuclear physics [2], partly because of

the computational burden of the calculations. The energy minimizations performed

across the density range of the inner crust require significant computational time.

Gaussian Process Emulation (GPE) is a regression method from machine learning,

with a wide range of applications in nuclear physics, and in many other scientific

domains. We have already successfully applied GPE to an inner crust energy min-

imization [3, 4], done with nuclear energy density functional calculations. I will

present an iterative version of GPE, building on previous work [3–5]. We use here

semi-classical calculations with the Thomas-Fermi approximation, including pairing

effects at the BCS level. With iterative GPE, we can dramatically reduce the num-

ber of calculations needed to determine the composition of the inner crust. This will

enable us to expand our investigations into the structure, by including temperature

effects and by using fully microscopic calculations.

[1] B. P. Abbott, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 161101 (2017).

[2] J. W. Negele, D. Vautherin, et al., Nucl. Phys. A 207, 298 (1973).

[3] A. Pastore, M. Shelley, C. A. Diget, PoS (INPC2016) p 145 (2016).

[4] A. Pastore, M. Shelley, S. Baroni, C. A. Diget, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 44, 094003 (2017).

[5] M. Shelley, P. Becker, A. Gration, A. Pastore, arXiv:1811.09130 (2018).
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Precision mass and half-lifetime measurements of exotic nuclei have always been

crucial for understanding nuclear structure properties of bound nuclei. Storage ring

mass spectrometry [1, 2] is one of the direct methods by means of which the masses

and half-lifetimes of very exotic nuclei can be measured. The combination of FRag-

ment Separator (FRS) and Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI Helmholtz

Centre for Heavy Ion Physics, Darmstadt has been employed for past few decades

for the purpose of mass measurements of exotic nuclei on both, neutron-rich and

neutron-deficient sides of the nuclear chart.

With the motivation for the better understanding of the properties of short-lived

exotic nuclei, an Isochronous Mass Spectrometry (IMS) experiment was performed

using a 410-415 MeV/u 238U projectile beam at GSI, Darmstadt by M. Matos et

al. [3] in 2002. Many neutron rich nuclides were produced via abrasion-fission of

the projectile beam with isochronous settings on 130,133,135Sn50+ isotopes. However,

except for the PhD thesis [3], the results of the experiment remained unpublished. We

reanalyse the data by using improved analysis procedures developed at Institute of

Modern Physics (IMP), Lanzhou. In this poster, we discuss some new and improved

results from the revised data analysis of the above mentioned experiment.

[1] B. Franzke et al., Mass Spectrom. Rev. 27, 428 (2008).

[2] Yu. A. Litvinov et al., Nucl. Phys. A 756, 3 (2005).

[3] M. Matos, New mass measurements of short-lived neutron rich 238U fission fragments at the

FRS-ESR facilities. Ph. D. Thesis, Justus Liebig University Giessen, 2004.
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The vast majority of naturally abundant isotopes of trans-iron chemical elements

were synthesized in the stellar scenarios of slow (s) and rapid (r) neutron capture

of nuclear reactions. However there is a group of about 35 so-called p-nuclei which

could not be made in these processes because of the relation of their masses with

the masses of nuclei of neighboring isobars. The indium-113 (113In) isotope is in-

cluded in this group although could be additionally formed in the r-process in small

amounts. To understand the stellar nucleosynthesis of the p-nuclei there is need

to know a large set of certain nuclear data among which the very important ones

are proton and photon induced nuclear reaction cross sections. In this work us-

ing the electron linear accelerator (LINAC-30) of the NSC KIPT (Kharkiv) and

off-line high resolution gamma-ray spectrometry the photoactivation yields of the

113In(γ, n)112m,gIn photonuclear reaction producing the isomeric and ground states

of the residual (Tm
1/2 = 20.56m, Jπ

m = 4+, T g
1/2 = 14.97m, Jπ

g = 1+) were measured

in the bremsstrahlung end-point energy range from the threshold (9.44 MeV) to 14

MeV–the relevant one for the γ-scenario modeling. The individual yields for each

member of the 112m,gIn isomeric pair production were defined from the intensities

of the following γ-rays. The method of approximation of the experimental yield of

a photonuclear reaction by a parametric function connecting it with the cross sec-

tion was used to determine the latter. Analyzing the decay curve of the genetically

coupled 112m,gIn isomeric pair we were able both to determine new values of the

branching coefficients of the γ-rays following the 112gIn nuclide decay which turned

out to be different from the currently accepted ones and to derive the correct val-

ues of the experimental reaction yields. The experimental data are compared with

the predictions of the Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory of nuclear reactions im-

plemented by computer codes NON-SMOKER and TALYS varying the models of

nuclear level density and radiation strength function.
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One of the cornerstones of the Big Bang cosmological model is the Big Bang

nucleosynthesis (BBN). A series of 12 reactions converts the initial protons and

neutrons into helium isotopes and a very small, although very important amount

of 7Li. In this network of reactions, the 3He(n, p)3H has an important role which

impacts the final 7Li abundance. The Trojan Horse Method (THM) has been applied

to the 3He(d, pt)H reaction in order to extract the astrophysical S(E)-factor in the

Gamow energy range. The experiment was performed thanks to Notre Dame Tandem

of the Physics and Astronomy Department of the N.D. University (USA). In this

poster the experimental setup will be described together with the first preliminary

result.
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Astrophysically relevant nuclear reactions between charged particles usually oc-

curring in stars at deep sub-Coulomb energies. A direct experimental study of such

reactions in the laboratory requires high luminosity coupled with low background in

the detectors to compensate for the tiny reaction yield to be measured.

The new Felsenkeller underground accelerator laboratory is equipped with a high

current particle accelerator and has very low background.

This contribution will report about the experimental study of the muon flux and

angular distribution of the muons in the new laboratory, which is required to optimize

the veto detector arrangements. In addition, the measured neutron flux and energy

spectrum at Felsenkeller will be reported. Finally, the actual γ background in muon

vetoed HPGe detectors will be presented. The measured background and known ion

beam current will allow the study many astrophysically relevant reactions direct in

their stellar energy range.
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Superheavy elements exist exclusively because of quantum-mechanical shell effects.

With increasing proton number the Coulomb repulsion increases rapidly and these

shell effects gain in importance for heavy nuclei, as they can increase the nuclear life-

times by many orders of magnitude. The effect is most pronounced in the vicinity of

shell closures. One of the relevant shell closures was identified at N = 152. Signa-

tures for shell closures include a sudden drop in the two-neutron separation energy

S2n. This can experimentally be determined by high-precision measurements of the

masses of nuclides in the vicinity of the shell closure. The TRIGA-TRAP experiment

is a double Penning-trap mass spectrometer used to perform high-precision mass

measurements of long-lived transuranium isotopes and short-lived fission-products

at the research reactor TRIGA Mainz. It thus ideally complements the on-line capa-

bilities of the SHIPTRAP setup at GSI Darmstadt. Prompted by a recent recharge of

the TRIGA-TRAP superconducting magnet, the experimental setup was upgraded

and recommissioned. Currently, measurements to investigate systematic effects are

ongoing. A measurement campaign of several transuranium isotopes is planned for

the next months. The status, latest results, and an outlook for the TRIGA-TRAP

facility will be presented.
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Stored and cooled highly-charged ions offer unprecedented capabilities for preci-

sion studies in the realm of atomic-, nuclear-structure and astrophysics [1]. After the

successful investigation of the cross section of the 96Ru(p, γ)97Rh reaction in 2009

[2], the first measurement of the 124Xe(p, γ)125Cs reaction cross section has been per-

formed with decelerated fully-ionized 124Xe ions in 2016 at the Experimental Storage

Ring (ESR) of GSI [3]. Using a Double Sided Silicon Strip Detector, introduced di-

rectly into the ultra-high vacuum environment of the storage ring, the cross sections

were measured at 5 different energies between 5.5 AMeV and 8 AMeV. Elastic scat-

tering on the H2 gas jet target is the major source of background. Monte Carlo

simulations show that an additional slit system in the ESR in combination with the

energy information of the Si detector will make background free measurements of

the proton-capture products possible. It will tremendously increase the sensitivity

of the method.

[1] Bosch, Fritz and others, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 73, 84-140 (2013).

[2] Mei, Bo and others, Phys. Rev. C92, 035803 (2015).

[3] Glorius, J. and others, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 092701 (2019).
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For heavy proton rich nuclei created in the p-process often only the alpha decay

channel is energetically allowed. These nuclei are long living with half-lives up to

billions of years. Due to the wide range of half-lives these p-nuclei play a vital role

in Geo- and Cosmo-chronometry. One of the crucial requirements of this technique

is a high precision of the half-lives. Measuring this quantity is challenging as the

material usually has a very low natural abundance. This means that the isotopes

of interest will have to be made accurately in a quantity to enable a sufficiently

detectable signal.

Alpha decay also plays a role in activation experiments where the product decays

through the emission of an alpha particle. One such experiment is the investigation

on the 144Sm(α,γ)148Gd cross-section, which can be measured due to the alpha decay

of 148Gd. This cross-section is important for p-process nucleosynthesis.

To overcome this challenge an ultra-low background alpha chamber was designed

and constructed at IKTP TU-Dresden. The gas filled ionisation chamber was chosen

for this task as it has a remarkably high efficiency (98.6 ± 2.2)%. The chamber was

specially designed and built to measure low signal rates and has a background in the

region of interest (1 MeV to 4 MeV) of around 0.27 counts per day per MeV.

The presentation will discuss samples made at the ISOLDE facility at CERN, as

well as the alpha counting method used to determine the 144Sm(α,γ)148Gd cross-

section.
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Reactions induced by charged-particles play an important role in the research of

explosive scenarios in astrophysics. The energy range for the Gamow window of

these reactions under astrophysical conditions is around only a few MeV or less. For

such low-energy reaction cross-section measurements performed at a storage ring,

background due to Rutherford scattering is typically an obstacle. However, the

known distribution of this fundamental scattering process can be employed for in

situ determination of reaction luminosity, which enters directly into the cross-section

calculation and is a crucial parameter in the experiments.

We propose a method to simulate the realistic scattering distribution for a specific

detector geometry. By comparing the simulation and experiment, the luminosity

can accurately be extracted. This method provides a reliable way to measure the

luminosity. It is especially useful if the luminosity determination through other

methods is complicated or impossible.
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The nuclide 103Sn was produced by projectile fragmentation of 112Sn at a energy of

400 MeV/u, and its mass was directly measured by a storage-ring based isochronous

mass spectrometry at HIRFL-CSR facility in Lanzhou, China. The new mass value

deviated the literature one, which was indirectly determined from β-decay spectrum

of 103In, by about 2.5σ, and the mass precision was improved by a factor of two.

Since the decay energies of proton or α particle were precisely measured in the

decay chain of 112Cs(p)111Xe(α)107Te(α)103Sn, masses of other three nuclides will

also shift following the change of 103Sn mass. The mass surfure of the four isotopic

chain seem to be more smooth according to the systematic behavior of two-neutron

separation energies.

Astrophysical network calculations indicate that the rp process in

x-ray bursts ends at a SnSbTe cycle and cannot proceed past tel-

lurium isotopes due to the low α separation energies of neutron-

deficient tellurium isotopes. The main reaction flow of this cycle is

103Sn(β+)103In(p, γ)104Sn(β+)104In(p, γ)105Sn(p, γ)106Sb(p, γ)107Te(γ, α)103Sn.

The change of 107Te mass will influence on the competition between 106Sb(p, γ)107Te

and 106Sb (β+) 106Sn, and thus determine the amount of the SnSbTe cycle.

However, since the reaction rate of 106Sb(p, γ)107Te is about 3 orders of magnitude

stronger than that of 106Sb(p, γ)107Te. Our new mass will not change amount of

the SnSbTe cycle too much.
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The phenomenon of dissociation of relativistic nuclei observed with a unique com-

pleteness in the nuclear track emulsion (NTE) makes it possible to study ensembles

of nucleons and lightest nuclei of interest to nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics

[1]. The advantages of the NTE technique include a record resolution in determining

emission angles and the possibility of identifying the relativistic fragments He and

H. Individual features of the nuclei under study are manifested in probabilities of

dissociation channels. In such an approach the cluster structure of the light stable

and radioactive isotopes was systematically examined in the framework of the BEC-

QUEREL experiment [2] at the JINR Nuclotron. Recently, among the unstable 8Be

and 9B nuclei were identified projectile fragments in the dissociation of 9Be, 10B, 10C,

11C by the invariant mass of relativistic He and H pairs and triples, and the Hoyles

state in the 12C case [3, 4]. At the upcoming stage the BECQUEREL experiment

will be aimed at properties of the baryonic matter arising in dissociation of heavy

nuclei by simultaneous determination of yields of relativistic H and He isotopes and

neutrons. NTE layers long-wise exposed to beams of the NICA Collider will serve as

the research material allowing investigating light nuclear ensembles of unprecedented

multiplicity and diversity.

[1] P.I. Zarubin, Lect. Notes in Physics, Clusters in Nuclei 875(3), 51 (2014).

[2] The BECQUEREL Project http://becquerel.jinr.ru/movies/movies.html.

[3] D.A. Artemenkov et. al., Phys. Part. Nucl. 48, 147 (2017).

[4] D.A. Artemenkov et. al., Rad. Meas. 119, 119-203 (2018).
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12C(alpha, gamma)16O capture reaction is considered to be the most important

thermonuclear reaction in non-explosive astrophysical sites and its reaction rate is

an important nuclear parameter in many stellar evolution models. This reaction was

investigated through the direct -transfer reaction (7Li, t) at 28 and 34 MeV incident

energies. After the determination of the reduced -widths of the subthreshold 2+ and

1 states of 16 O from the DWBA analysis and the E2 and E1 S-factor from 0.01MeV

to 4.2MeV in the center-of-mass energy and also the numerical determination of the

reaction rate of this reaction at r=6.5 fm and at a different stellar temperature (0.06

Gk-2 GK), we will determine a new reaction rate of this reaction at r=7.7 fm.
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Neutron and Proton Captures on 16O

Shisheng Zhang1 and Meng He1
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We revisit neutron and proton captures on 16O from astrophysics interest. Struc-

ture information is extracted from RMF+ACCC+BCS approach by NL1, NL2, NL3,

NLSH and TM1 interactions, in which bound states, resonant states and pairing can

be treated in a self-consistent microscopic way. Meanwhile, new Woods-Saxon po-

tentials are proposed to reproduce the experimental one-nucleon separation energies

and charge radii. With those structure information, reaction rates are calculated and

compared with available JINA database. Single-particle resonance contributions are

quantitatively considered and their roles in reaction rates are shown.
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Dualities and pion condensation in dense hadron/quark matter

Roman Zhokhov1
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In this talk the phase structure of the dense quark matter has been investigated

in the presence of baryon µB, isospin µI , chiral µ5 and chiral isospin µI5 chemi-

cal potentials in the framework of Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model. It has been shown

that in the large-Nc limit (Nc is the number of colors of quarks) there exist dual-

ity correspondences (symmetries) at the phase portrait, which are the symmetries

of the thermodynamic potential and the phase structure itself. The first one is a

duality (symmetry) between the chiral symmetry breaking and the charged pion

condensation phenomena. And there are two other dualities that hold only for chi-

ral symmetry breaking and charged pion condensation phenomena separately. For

example, we have shown that charged pion condensation does not feel the difference

between chiral and isospin imbalances of the medium. The duality between the chiral

symmetry breaking and the charged pion condensation phases has been established

for the first time in low-dimensional toy model for QCD, then it has been checked

to take place in a more realistic effective model for QCD. They were shown to exist

in the matter with chiral imbalance that can be produced in compact stars or heavy

ion collisions. One of the key conclusions of these studies is the fact that chiral

imbalance generates charged pion condensation in dense baryonic/quark matter.

It is known that chiral imbalance can occur in high energy experiments of the

collision of heavy ions, due to temperature and sphaleron transitions. Our studies

show that different types of chiral imbalance can occur in the cores of neutron stars

or in heavy ion experiments, where large baryon densities can be reached, due to

another phenomena - the so-called chiral separation and chiral vortical effects.
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We investigate the impact of different properties of the nuclear equation of state

in core-collapse supernovae, with a focus on the proto-neutron-star contraction and

its impact on the shock evolution. To this end, we introduce a range of equations of

state that vary the nucleon effective mass, incompressibility, symmetry energy, and

nuclear saturation point. This allows us to point to the different effects in changing

these properties from the Lattimer and Swesty to the Shen et al. equations of state,

the two most commonly used equations of state in simulations. In particular, we

trace the contraction behavior to the effective mass, which determines the thermal

nucleonic contributions to the equation of state. Larger effective masses lead to

lower pressures at nuclear densities and a lower thermal index. This results in a

more rapid contraction of the proto-neutron star and consequently higher neutrino

energies, which aids the shock evolution to a faster explosion.

*This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, Ger-

man Research Foundation) - Projektnummer 279384907 - SFB 1245 and the Euro-

pean Research Council Grant No. 677912 EUROPIUM.
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In addition to various sources such as winds from massive stars the Universe is en-

riched with metals via supernova explosions. Yields from simulations of these events

can then be used as an input for galactic chemical evolution calculations. In turn, the

outcome of galactic chemical evolution simulations and observations of abundances

can also be used to constrain the source of a particular element to a certain explo-

sion scenario. To provide the necessary yields for these studies, detailed numerical

simulations of supernova explosions including studies of their nucleosynthesis results

have to be carried out.

We therefore present the nucleosynthesis yields of a variety of Type Ia super-

nova explosion models taken from the HESMA [1] archive. Our analysis contains

pure deflagrations of Chandrasekhar mass white dwarfs (WDs), pure detonations

of sub-Chandrasekhar mass WDs, the violent merger of two WDs and double det-

onations models including the detonation of a helium shell of top of the WD. We

put special emphasis on the nucleosynthetic yields from the α-rich freezeout and the

normal freezeout regime. The identification of particular elements characteristic for

one those burning regimes in combination with predictions from galactic chemical

evolution can then put constraints on the progenitor as well as the actual explosion

mechanism of Type Ia supernovae.

[1] Kromer, M and Ohlmann, S and Röpke, FK, Simulating the observed diversity of Type Ia

supernovae, (2017).
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